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ABSTRACT

i

The phenomena of natural convection boiling the channel. A one-dimensional analysis of
and critical heat flux on the outer surface of a the co-current flow in the channel indicated
heated hemispherical vessel surrounded by a that the induced mass flow rate was a strong
thermal insulation structure were investigated function of the wall heat flux and the size of
experimentally in the subscale boundary layer the channel. Measurements of the local
boiling (SBLB) test facility. The objectives boiling heat fluxes and the local wall
wem to measure the rote of boiling heat superheats showed a sigmficant spatial
transfer, to observe the behavior of the variation of the nucleate boiling heat transfer,
boiling-induced two-phase motion in the evidently due to the effect of the upward co-
annular channel formed between the current flow. At high heat flux levels, the
hemispherical vessel and the insulation steam venting process through the minimum
structure, and to determine the flow effect on gap of the channel was found to be highly
the critical heat flux on the downward- unsteady and chaotic. Owing to the chaotic
facing hemispherical surface. High-speed steam venting process, the local critical heat
photographic records revealed the presence flux had the lowest value near the minimum
of violent cyclic ejection of the vapor masses gap. However, this lowest value is still higher
generated by boiling on the vessel outer than the corresponding local CHF value for
surface which resulted in a buoyancy-driven, the case without thermalinsulation.
upward, co-current two-phase flow through
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Phenomena of natural convection Strong upstream influences were observed as
boiling and critical heat flux on the outer a result of the activities of large elongated
surface of a heated hemispherical vessel bubbles that were generated in the bottom
surrounded by a thermal insulation structure center region of the vessel. Because of the
were investigated experimentally in the upward co-current flow, water was being
Subscale Boundary Layer Boiling (SBLB) entrained at a significant rate from the
Test Facility at Penn State. The objectives bottom of the channel. Thus, a much higher
were to measure the ra'e of boiling heat two-phase flow rate was induced on the
transfer, to observe the behavior of the vessel outer surface in the present case
boiling-induced two-phase motions in the compared to the case without thermal
annular channel formed between the insulation.

hemispherical vessel and the insulation
structure, and to determine the flow effect on To complement the experimental effort, a
the local critical heat flux on the vessel outer one-dimensional two-phase flow analysis
surface. The test vessel, having a diameter was performed to predict the mass flow rate
of 12" (0.305m), consisted of a cylindrical of the upward co-current two-phase flow
upper part and a hemispherical lower part. that would be induced in the annular channel
The thermal insulation structure, made of at various heat flux levels. The momentum
transparent material to allow direct flow equation was integrated numerically using an
observations, had a cylindrical upper part iterative scheme based on the Secant method
and an octagonallower part that formed an to calculate the induced mass flow rate and
annular channel with the test vessel. Heat the two-phase pressure drop. The numerical
transfer measurements at various angular results indicated that the mass flow rate of
positions of the test vessel were made under the upward co-current flow in the annular
both saturated and subcooled boiling channel was a strong function of the v all
conditions along with observations of the heat flux and the size of the channel (gap and

boiling-induced two-phase motions in the height). For wall heat fluxes less then ~
2

annular channet 0.7MW/m , the mass flow rate increased as
the wall heat flux was increased. On the

High-speed photographic studies were other head, for wall heat fluxes larger than ~
2performed to seek a clear physical 0.7MW/m , the reverse was found to be the

understanding of the vapor dynanucs and the case. At a given heat flux level, the mass
two-phase flow through the annular channel flow rate tended to decrease as the channel
under steady-state boiling conditions. The gap was decreased, apparently due to the
photographic records revealed the presence increase iri the two-phase pressure drop.
of violent cyclic ejection of large elongated
vapor masses generated by boiling on the Measurements of the local boiling heat
vessel outer surface, which resulted in a transfer were made under steady-state
buoyancy-driven upward co-current two- boiling conditions at high-heat-flux levels.
phase flow through the channel At high- The local critical heat fluxes at various
heat-flux levels, the steam venting process positions of the vessel outer surface were
through the muumum gap of the channel was found to be much higher than the
found to be highly unsteady and chaotic. corresponding local CHF values for the case
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b

without thermal insulation. This the spatial variation of the critical heat flux.

enhancement in the local critical heat flux With thermal insulation, the local CHF no

was evidently a result of the increased flow longer increased monotonically along the 7

entrainment in the channel for the case with vessel outer surface. Rather, it exhibited a

thermal insulation. .In addition to the minimum near the minimum gap, evidently i
'

magnitude of the local critical heat flux, the due to the unsteady and chaotic steam

presence of thermal insulation also affected venting process through the gap.
.

.
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;
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and observe the underlying mechanisms,
including the vapor dynamics and the

In the event of an inadequate core cooling in resulting buoyancy-driven, external, two-
an advanced light water reactor (ALWR), a phase boundary layer flow along the
significant amount of core material can downward-facing hemispherical heating

become molten and relocate downward into surface for the case without thermal
the lower head of the reactor pressure vessel insulation [1]. Based on the experimental

(RPV). To maintain the integrity of the evidence and an advanced hydrodynamic
lower head, it is essential that the decay heat CHF model [2), a scaling law was
transferred downward from the core melt to established for estimating the local critical
the vessel wall be effectively removed from heat flux on the vessel outer surface. The
the vessel outer surface to a permanent heat scaling law, which compared favorably with
sink. One viable means of doing that is to the available CHF data obtained for various
make water available on the external bottom vessel sizes, was shown to be capable of
side of the RPV by flooding the reactor predicting the local CHF limits on large
cavity under severe accident conditions. commercial-size vessels for the case without
Design features of most ALWRs have the thermal insulation [1].
provision for substantial water accumulation
within t e containment during numerous In many ALWR designs, the reactor vessel ish

postulated accident sequences. With the surrounded by a thermal insulation structure
water covering the external surfaces of the as shown schematically in Figure 1.1. The
lower head, significant energy (i.e., decay insulation structure, having a cylindrical

heat) could be removed from the core melt upper part and an octagonal lower part,
through the vessel wall by nucleate boiling forms a hemispherical annular channel with
on the vessel outer surface. As long as the the reactor vesset A small flow inlet is made
wall heat flux from the core melt would not available at the bottom center of the
exceed the critical heat flux (CHF) limit for insition structure to allow water to enter
nucleate boiling on the vessel outer surface, the annular channel As boiling of the water
the reactor vessel could be sufficiently takes place on the vessel outer surface under
cooled so as to prevent downward failure of severe accident conditions, the vapor masses

the vessel and release of the core melt into generated on the downward-facing

the containment. hemispherical heating surface tend to flow
upward through the channel under the

In an attempt to evaluate the concept of influence of gravity. Because of the vapor
external vessel cooling by cavity flooding, a motion, liquid water is entrained in the flow,
subscale boundary layer boiling (SBLB) test thus resulting in an upward co-current two-
facility was developed at Penn State with the phase motion in the channel While the flow
aid of a scaling analysis to simulate the is induced entirely by the boiling process, the

| phenomena of pool boiling and critical heat rate of boiling on the downward-facing
~

flux (CHF) on the external bottom surface of hemispherical surface, in turn, can be'

a heated hemisphericalvessel Saturated and significantly affected by the resulting two-
phase motion. Thus far, this unconventionalsubcooled boiling experiments were

| performed in the SBLB facility to measure natural convection boiling process has not

the spatial variation of the critical heat flux<
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Figure 1.1 Schematic of the Reactor Vessel in a Flooded Cavity Surrounded by a Thermal
Insulation Stmeture.

| been seriously investigated by previous heated core and unheated external shroud

| researchers, with both ends open. Vishnev et al. [5]
measured the critical heat flux in vertical

Most studies of natural convection boiling channels with natural convection. Katto and
have been restricted to those processes his co-workers [6-8] developed generahzed

taking place in narrow or confined spaces correlations for the critical heat flux of
[3]. Ishibashi and Nishikawa [4] identified natural convection boiling in confined
the isolated bubble region and the coalesced spaces, vertical annular channels, and
bubble region for nucleate boiling in the low- uniformly heated vertical round tubes.
heat-flux regime in a vertical annuli of a Monde et al. [9] obtained a correlation for

NUREG/CR-5534 2
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the critical heat flux of natural convection 1.2 Major Objectives
boiling in vertical rectangular channels
submerged in saturated liquids heated on one In this project, a scaled thermal insulation
side. Yao and Chang [10] studied natural structure is employed in the existing SBLB
convection boiling in a vertical annuli with a test facility to form an annular channel with
closed bottom and identified three boiling the hemispherical test vessel depicted in
regimes of isolated deformed bubbles, Figure 1.1. Steady state boiling experiments |
slightly deformed bubbks, and coalesced are performed under both saturated and
deformed. bubbles. Fujita et al. [11] and subcooled conditions to observe the vapor
Fujita and Uchida [12] measured the dynamics on the vessel outer surface and the
nucleate boiling 1. cat transfer and critical heat boiling-induced two-phase flow behavior in
flux for natural convection boiling in thin the annular channel. Quantitative
vertical rectangular channels and in a measurements are made to determine the
confined narrow space, respectively. Most flow effects on the natural convection boiling

recently, Asmolov et al. [13] performed gap- heat transfer and the local critical heat flux
on the downward facing hemisphericalboiling experiments to measure the nucleate

boiling heat transfer and critical heat flux for heating surface. Special attention is given to
natural convection boiling in a vertical flat the steam venting process through the
channel formed by two parallel plates that minimum gap of the channel at high her, flux

were heated either on both sides or on one levels, especially when the condition of CHF
side only. A comprehensive review of the is approached. The major objectives are:
literature is presented in Appendix A.

* To simulate the natural convection
As can be seen in Appendix A, none of the boiling process and the phenomenon of
previous studies is applicable to the problem critical heat flux on the vessel outer
under consideration. This is because of the surface surrounded by the thermal
differences in the size of the channel and the insulation structure.

geometry of the heating surface between the
previous studies and the present work. Both e To observe the boiling events under
factors (i.e., the size and the geometry) are high-heat-flux conditions and to study
expected to have strong effects on the the resulting two-phase motions in the
natural convection boiling process. The annular channel formed between the
channel sizes employed in most previous vessel and the insulation structure.
studies were at least an order of magnitude
smaller than the size of the hemispherical e To seek a clear physical understanding of

on the heatingflow channel considered in the present work. the vapor dynamics
Moreover, the heating surface employed in surface and the buoyancy-driven two-
this study is a downward facing curved phase flow behavior in the channel under
surface, as 'shown in Figure 1.1. This high-heat-flux boiling conditions.

geometry is significantly different than those
used by previous' investigators which were e To perform a quantitative measurement
vertical or inclined flat surfaces. Because of of the local boiling heat fluxes and the
the relatively large channel size and the local wall superheats at various positions
downward orientation of the heating surface of the vessel and for different degrees of

employed in this study, the natural subcooling.

convection boiling phenomenon can be quite
different than those reported before.

3 NUREG/CR-5534
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2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

!

L The effects of thermal insulation on the tank was being filled with water and to
natural convection boiling process and the know the exact location of the test vessel
CHF phenomenon on the outer surface of a inside the tank. Three immersion heaters
hemispherical vessel surrounded by a were installed near the bottom of the tank to

preheat the water to a desired temperaturethermal insulation structure were

investigated in the SBLB test facility. A before a run. The water tank was
detailed description of ' the various completely sealed and could be operated at a

components of the test facility for the case system pressure up to 20 psig.
without thermal insulation was given in [1].
In the present project, the experimental The water level was maintained constant in !

setup was essentially the same as the one the tank during a run by using a condenser

described.in [1]. The only difference was unit on top of the water tank to condense the |

the installation of two additional vapor masses generated by boiling with the !

components, one being a scaled cylinder condensate being returned to the bottom of |
co'mected to the hemispherical test vessel to the tank. Owing to the height of the water |

simulate the upper cylindrical part of an level, a small temperature gradient could
advanced reactor vessel and the other being exist in the water tank with the hot liquid

a scaled insulation structure that formed an accumulating ' at the top. Three

annular flow channel with the vessel A thermocouples were installed along the
brief description of the test apparatus, the inside of the tank wall to assess the
experimental procedure, and the temperature variation in the water tank. |

i
measurement techniques are given below. They were inserted inside the tank at the

same location shown under item "m" in

2.1 Test Apparatus Figure 2.1. One sensed the water
temperature in the middle of the tank,

The experimental apparatus consisted of a another was bent upward to measure the
water tank with a condenser unit, a test temperature near the water surface and the

vessel with a scaled thermal insulation third was bent downward to keep track of

structure, a data acquisition and the water temperature near the bottom of the

photographic system, and a power control tank.

system. The water tank was made of carbon
steel and had dimensions shown in Figure The test vessel, made of pure aluminum, had

2.1. Two large and one small viewing a diameter of 0.3m. It consisted of a heated

windows were installed on the tank to hemispherical lower part to simulate the
observe, video-tape, and take high-speed lower head of a reactor vessel, and an
films and instantaneous pictures of the unheated cylindrical upper part to simulate

boiling event as well as the resulting two- the upper part of a reactor vessel. The

phase flow configuration. The two large hemispherical lower part of the test vessel

windows were placed on two opposite sides was 0.15m in height whereas the cylindrical,

'

of the tank. One was used for the recording upper part was 0.7m in height. There were

: system along with light sources and the five segments in the lower part, each having

i
other was used for additional lighting as the same heat transfer area. Uniformly

i deemed necessary. The small window was spaced independent heating elements were

used to observe the water level while the
installed on the interior side of each segment

:
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to provide a local wall heat flux up to 1.2 The scaled insulation structure was mounted
MW/m . The test vessel was surrounded by symmetrically to the aluminum test vessel to2

a scaled thermal insulation structure (see form a flow annulus. To do this, the upper

Figure 2.2) that was fabricated to simulate part of the insulation structure was properly
the hydrodynamic aspects of the thermal aligned with the center cover plate of the
insulation system of an advanced light water water tank to assure a uniform

reactor. The dimensions of the scaled circumferential gap between the test vessel
insulation stmeture were based on a scaling and the insulation structure. By changing

analysis of the actual system [1]. The scaled the vertical position of the center cover plate
insulation structure, having a nominal using annular spacers, the height of the
diameter of 0.38m, consisted of an upper insulation structure submerged in the water

cylindrical part and a lower octagonal part could be adjusted. In so doing, the size of
(see Figum 2.3). The upper part was the minimum gap of the channel (see Figure

approximately 0.72m in height and had two 1.1) between the octagonallower part of the

sets of six horizontal opening slots (each insulation structure and the hemispherical

having a length of 0.08m) near the top for lower part of the test vessel could be varied.
venting of the water and the steam (see To facilitate flow observation, a dye-
Figure 2.4). The lower part was made up of injection apparatus having a multiple
eight equal-sized panels with a small injection points near the tip, was positioned

opening (approximately 0.038m in diameter) right underneath the flow inlet at the bottom
at the bottom center for water ingression, as center of the octagonal lower part of the
shown in Figure 2.3. Both parts were made insulation structure. The dye injection rate

up of plexiglas material so that the entire was controlled by a valve with variable
structure was transparent, suitable for direct settings.

flow observations. After the vessel and the insulation structure
were put in place, a hose was connected to a

2.2 ExperimentalProcedure
tap water srpply line in order to bring the

To prepare for a run, the hemispherical test water level inside the tank to about 0.84m.
vessel was thoroughly cleaned. First the The hose was equipped with a filter to get
vessel outer surface was polished with #220 rid of any unwanted particles. When the
emery paper and then it was cleaned with desired water level was attained, the faucet

acetone. The test vessel was then connected was turned off and the three immersion
to the upper cylindrical part and the entire heaters were turned on. It took about four
reactor vessel simulator was mounted hours to heat the water to the saturation
vertically to the tank access hole cover as temperature. At this point, the heaters were
shown in Figure 2.2. When the test vessel kept on for another 15 minutes to degas the

was properly positioned, the power supply water. Then the heaters were turned off to
cables and the thermocouple wires were let the water cool back down to room
attached to the interior side of the vessel temperatum. A pump was then used to
with the other ends connected to the data circulate the water through the filter aga'm.

acquisition system. The viewing windows This helped remove the particles that
were scaled and the three thermocouples for precipitated during the heating process. The

measuring the water temperatures in the tank heaters were turned on again to heat the
were also connected to the data acquisition water to the desired temperature. If the

system. temperature fell below the desired value
during the experiment, one of the heaters

j
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was turned on for a short while (usually one vessel wall. The recorded temperatures
to two minutes) to bring it back up. Before were then analyzed using an in-house
each experiment, the water was given time inverse heat conduction code [2] to
to become completely quiescent. determine the local boiling heat fluxes and

the local wall superheats. For heat flux
22.3 Measurement Techniques levels above 0.1 MW/m , which is the range

anticipated under severe accident conditions,

Twenty K-type thermocouples were the relative error in the heat flux
embedded at various locations inside the measurement was estimated to be *7%.
hemispherical lower part of the test vessel
for temperature measurements. The The photographic system consisted of a
thermocouple signals were recc Med by Minolta X-370 high speed camera and a
using an IBM compatible personal computer Kodak Ektapro high speed video system.
along with a data acquisition system. Two The camera could be set to a speed as high
Strawberry Tree ACPC-16 boards were as 1000 frames /sec with an appropriate
installed inside the PC. Each board had 16 lighting level. The high speed, video system
analog inputs and 16 digital input / output consisted of a motion analyzer, an imager, a

channels. The system was capable of cassette conditioner and a TV set. The

monitoring up to 32 thermocouple signals. motion analyzer was used to set the speed of
The ACPC-16 board was capable of videotaping to a value as high as 1000 '

resolutions in the range between 12 and 16 frames /sec. Once a session was recorded,

bits, which was equivalent to 0.024% and the motion analyzer was used to play the
0.0015% of full scale, respectively. Each of recorded boiling phenomenon on the TV
the boards had six voltages ranges that could screen. In addition, it was possible to play
be set according to the sensor used. The the event one frame at a time, which was
boards also had a high noise rejection very helpful in studying the characteristics
integration converter, which helped reject of the vapor dynamics on the vessel outer
50/60 Hz AC power line interference when surface.

used in the " low noise mode". The ACPC-
16 units were also capable of accurate cold When the critical heat flux was reached
junction compensation and linearization for during steady state heating experiments, any

thermocouple devices. The two ACPC-16 further increase in the power input could
boards were connected to a total of four result in the onset of film boiling. This was

Strawberry Tree T12 boards, which in turn characterized by a sudden large increase in
were connected to the thermocouples. Each the temperature of the heating surfacc. In
of the T12 boards had 8 analog inputs and 8 order to protect the vessel against any
digitalinput/ output channels, possible meltdown, a control mechanism

was installed to discontinue the power
For steady-state boiling experiments, the supply to the heaters when a significant
speed of the data collection was not critical jump in the vessel temperature was detected
Therefore, the slower program Quicklog in the high heat flux regime. The power
developed by Strawberry Tree was control system consisted of a data i

employed to monitor the changes in the acquisition system, a constant DC power
vessel temperatures. Quicklog was also source, a solid state relay, and

used to read and store the local temperatures thermocouples to measure the vessel wall

of the vessel at various locations inside the temperature, as shown in Figure 2.5. The

9 NUREG/CR-5534
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Figure 2.5 Schematic of the Power Control System Used to Detect the
Occurrence of CHF on the Vessel Wall
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE UPWARD CO-CURRENT FLOW INDUCED BY THE
NATURAL CONVECTION BOILING PROCESS

From the literature survey in Appendix A, it A = A, + A, ; a = A, ; l-a = A, (3.1)is known that the presence of gas-liquid
flow inside channels is an extremely
complex phenomenon since the flow where A, and At are the cross-sectional area
conditions in a channel vary along its length, occupied by the gas and liquid phase
over it cross section, and with time. This'is respectively and A is the total cross-sectional
especially true as the two-phase motion is area of the channel. The vapor flow rate s'
induced by and strongly coupled to the . .

is given by
natural convection boiling process in the
present case. Thus the problem becomes a A, = p,u,A, ; x = b' ;

(3.2)mthree-dimensional periodic one
corresponding to the boiling cycle, involving s = s, + s = constant

i

two phases, the full analysis of which is
beyond the scope of this study. Therefore it where x is the vapor-phase mass flow
is desired to seek a simplified picture of the fraction, p, the vapor density, u, the vapor
problem which can be analyzed and yet, velocity, and s the total mass flow rate,
retains important features of the flow. The Similarly, for the liquid phase, the liquid
model presented here is that of one- velocity and the liquid mass flow rate are
dimensional flow. The objective is to predict given by
the entrained rate of flow induced by the I-x=A (3.3)natural convection boiling process on the s = P,u,A, ;i

vessel outer surface. The local flow length dz, the hydraulic
diameter Da, and the mass velocity G of the

In this model, it is assumed that the flow two-phase mixture are given respectively
. .

condit,ons m each phase vary only with by*i

distance along the channel, as depicted in
Figure 3.1. This is a sweeping simplification dz = sin Ods ; D = 43 ;G=g (3.4)

P A
of the true flow conditions and the reader

where D is the local angle of inclination of
must be fully aware that this can give rise to
some uncertainties. Despite this, when used the channel and ds is the local length of

inclination of the channel Note that thewith care the model may provide useful flow
information and is relatively easy to use. channel under consideration (see Figure 3.2)

has a non-uniform cross-sectional area A
and thus, A, P, and G would vary along the3.1 Tne Continuity Equation
flow direction in the channel

The void fraction is commonly taken as the
fraction of volume occupied by the gas 3.2 The Momentum Equation for One-

dimensional Two-phase Flowphase in the flow channel. The one.
dimensional flow assumption means that the

A force balance over the element of volumevoid fraction a is the fraction of flow area
occupied by the gas phase: depicted in Figure 3.1 for two-phase flow

yields
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the bottom flow inlet. The first term on the' dp ' 4r"
y' = g' + [(1-a)p, + ap,}g sin D right-hand side represents the pressure drop

due to two-phase frictional force on the'

I[xu, + (1 - x)<,]
channel wall. The second term represents

+G
ds (3.5) the gravitational pressure drop. The third

term represents the pressure drop due to |' dp ' P 'dA 3
acceleration of flow. The cause of i+

3>* + 3 ' g > acceleration of flow could be attributed to
l

'

phase change and change of cross-sectional
where the last term on the right-hand side of flow area. The last term represents the
the above equation represents the change of pressure drop due to the sudden change of
total pressure due to the change of cross- geometrical characteristics including sudden
sectional area. It is expected that this term is contraction at the entrance and sudden
of secondary importance. Wallis (1] sunply expansion at the exits of the channel under

der,vmg the consideration.neglected this term in i

momentum equation for one-dunens,onali

two-phase flow. This term will be assumed 3.3 The Energy Equation for One-
negligible in our numerical analysis. dimensional Two-phase Flow

By expressing the above equation in integral An energy balance over the element of
form, we have volume depicted in Figure 3.1 for two-phase

flow yields:
.

P8L=. 4r" & M P: W ,ks u M-

, e g gg , gg
= -[xh, + (1 - x)h,]g*

m & b &- ,

+G d [xu, +(1-x)4,] (3.6) .
, ,.

L >

ds d u

| + -@ 3 -
+- x* + (1 - x)u' + g sin D

e 6 2 2
ds - -

;

0
\ sm.

where the above equation was derived by

With further simplifications, we obtain ignoring axial conduction, heat transfer due
to the oscillation of the medium, and

3 -
frictional losses (viscous dissipation) in the

-4 41, rdp energy equat. ion.'

p, gL = - - ds (3.7)
. Ds ds ,'

Comparing to the enthalpy change upon
'[(1-a)p, + ap'}gdz evaporation, the changes of kinetic energy+

+ Gd[xu, + (1 - x)4,]+ (dp) and potential energy are negligible. There is'
'

' " no work done by either the fluids or'

surrounding. Hence, the work term is
In deriving the above expression, we have dropped out. Under saturated boiling
employed the assumption of local conditions, the above equation can be
equilibrium such that the pressure of the simplified to:
liquid phase is equal to that of the gas phase.
The term on the left-hand side of equation
(3.7) represents the total liquid head above

13 NUREG/CR-5534
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|

g = g2 8, , Martinelli parameter, X, is employed for

x = . h,, 2M,, , Q, sin &ie (3.9) vapor and liquid both flowing turbulently
m ,jg,, ;

e 31/2

1+ g y
+ (3.14),=

3. 4 Two. Phase Frictional Prmo , Drops X, X,2
, ,

f NOJ r $125 gI-*33750 ,

The wall shear stress due to the two-phase X, = f. EL (3.15)
pressure drops in the - flow direction is (P,j (A x

j ( j

zelated to the. two-phase multiplier as ;

expressed below:

,
.

Because the quantity 4 is used in the
#dp ' 2 'dp ' numerical analysis, it is necessary to know'

(*#" " T " " X, the relationship between 4 and 4. This
j

relationship is derived as follows: j

'dp >
= fuG' (3.11) -(dP/dz),--

; (3.16)' ds ', 2p,Di ,=
_ (dPldz) _

T
" fG (i_,)22'dP'

The friction factor for channel flow having a 2p,D.( j
smooth wall in the turbulent flow regime
can be correlated by'the following power- -[jpj

-

* (3.17)law equation of Sadatomi & Sato [2] similar ,= ;

to Blausius: .(dP/dzl_
'dP' fuG'

fu = C, Re[.25 (3.12) 2p,D,
'-

where C, is termed as the geometry factor e s-o.25

for turbulent flow and to the frictional and f=C, (3.18)*

pressure gradient that would resuh if liquid #;(
only flows through the channel at the same
total mass flow rate. The finalresult of derivation is:

The value of C, is given by Sadatomi & Sato 4,2 = p, (t _,775 (3,g9)2

[2] as follows:.

Zivi's (1964) correlation is adopted here for,r ,

)
0.0154b-0.012 +0.85

~

b= (3.13)
the void fraction a in the present numerical '

C calculations:Cu u ,
'

3 67"
'I0

~*3rb (3.20)
g

a= 1+
s F' ;

.

*The two-phase multiplier A can be .
( s

determined from the correlation derived by
Chisholm and Laird [3] for upward co- Note that the choice of the above correlation
current two-phase flow, whereas the for the void fraction is not at all arbitrary.
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The void fraction for downward facing
boiling in the channel heated on the For a cone angle greater than 60, the loss is
downward facing side under consideration is so excessive that it would actually be better ;

expected to change from its minimum value to use a sudden expansion. Therefore in our !

of nearly zero at the bottom center to its case, the correlation for sudden expansion is
. maximum value of ~0.9 at the equator of the used here for obtahiing pressure loss due to
test vessel. Therefore, the criterion of a gradual conicalexpansion.
choosing a correlation must be met with this
condition. 3.6 Numerical Solution Scheme )

If every quantity given in the momentum
3.5 Other Pressure Drops equation is known, the total mass flow rate

including the liquid entrainment can be
There are three types of minor pressure obtained by balancing the momentum
drops due to sudden contraction at the equation, providing the total pressure drop is
entrance, sudden expansion at the exit, and given. However, the two phase pressure
gradual conical expansion losses, drop, the accelerational pressure drop, and
respectively. The following correlations is the gravitational pressure drop all depend on

adopted from White (1994). the induced mass flow rate. Therefore, an
iterative scheme based on the Secant method

' ' is used to solve for the induced mass flow
(@h = K

l Pi ,' (3.21) rate from the momentum equation.u

( J

To facilitate the numerical computation, a
where the coefficient K is given by systematx: approach is used to choose the

initial trial value for the mass flow rate. This

d' is needed in order to prevent the divergent' 2

17 (3.22) results of calculation. The approach adoptedKy-
L > here involves the v.se' of the Bisection

and method. As shown in Figure 3.3, two
' 23 subroutines and one funcilcn hr.ve been set

K e - 0.42 1 d (3.23) up as the frame structure of the program.3
These are the subroutine Bisection, the( s

subroutine Secant, and the function Mass-
In the above expression, Ksc represents the Momentum. The subroutine Bisection is
coefficient for sudden contraction and Kss used to check if the range of mass flow rate
the coefficient for sudden expansion. In the is valid that it contains at least a root to the
cases of sudden expansion and contraction, function and if it is not, the subroutine will
d, the diameter of the channel before the return a valid range to the program. The

(- flow experience a sudden geometrical subroutine Secant is used to find the roots of
'

change due to sudden expansion, (or the the function. Function Mass-Momentum is
diameter after the flow experience a sudden used to implement the above root-finding
geometrical change due to sudden and range-checking tasks. Tlw computer
contraction) is much smaller than D, the algorithm so developed is listed in Appendix
diameter of the reservoir in this case. B.
Therefore, (d/D)2 can be neglected as it is
much less than unity.
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K Coefficient associated with pressure
3.7 Reference drop

L Water column height on the outside
1. Wallis, G. B., "One-Dimensional Two- of the reactor lower head

Phase Flow" Wiley, New York,1965.' rh Total mass flow rate
P Periphery of the flow channel

2. Sadatomi, M. and Y. Sato, 'Two-Phase d Total heat generated by downward- ,

Flow in Vertical Noncircular Channels," facing boiling l
int. J. Multiphase Flow, Vol. 8, No. 6. Re Reynolds Number
FP. 641-655,1992. 5p Work done by the fluid flowing in

the channel
3. Chisholmm D. and A. D. Laird, 'Two- x Mass fraction of vapor

Phase Flow in Rough Tubes," Trans. Ap Pressure drop
ASME, Vol 80, PP. 276-286,1958.

4. Zivi, S. M., " Estimation of Steady-State GM SpM
Steam Void-Fraction by Means of the
Principle of Minimum Entropy Local void fractiona
Production," 1. Heat Transfer, Vol 86, O Local angle ofinclination of
PP. 247-252,1964.

channel

5. White, F. M., " Fluid Mechanics," Two-phase multiplier

McGraw-Hill, Inc.,1994. Viscosity
3p Density (kg/m )

2
r Shear stress (N/m )
6 Angular position measured from the

3.8 Nomenclaturt bottom center of the vessel

& Minimum gap location

A Cross sectional area of the flow
channel Subscdpt

C Geometry factor associated with
frictionalloss CHF Quantities at the CHF point

d Channeldiameter fr Quantities associated with frictional
D Outside diameter of the vessel or loss

channel diameter employed in I Fractionalquantities forliquid
correlation for minor pressure drop flowing alone through the channel

Da Hydrodynamic diameter of the lo Quantities for liquid only flowing
channel through the channel at tle same

ds Locallength of the inclined channel total mass flow rate
dz Localverticallength of the channel m Minimum or minor

f Friction factor sat Saturation quantities
2g' Acceleration due to gravity (m/s ) sc Sudden contraction

G Mass flux se Sudden expansion

h Enthalpy of the fluid Turbulent Flow
h, Latent heat of vaporization it Liquid and vapor both flowingf

turbulently alone
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v Fractional quantities for vapor
flowing alone through the channel
Wall quantitiesw

I
!
1

!

!

|
,
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Steady state natural convection boiling The vyor mass then grew larger and larger

experiments were conducted under both as more liquid was evaporating at the
saturated and subcooled conditions with the surface. Finally, the vapor mass detached
ambient water temperature of the tank from the surface when surface tension force {

varying from 90' to 100*C and with the couki no longer hoki it in place. The
'

,

system maintained at one atmospheric resulting two-phase motion in the annular

pressure. The vapor dynamics on the channel, being driven by buoyancy, was !

hemispherical lower part of the test vessel evidently in the bubbly flow regime.

and the resulting . two-phase flow
phenomenon in the hemispherical annular As the local heat flux was increased, the i

channel were observed over the entire range frequency of - the bubble generation |
i

of nucleate boiling with special emphasis on increased. The size of the vapor masses

the high-heat-flux regime. Heat transfer became much larger and the bubbles were j

data were collected at five separate locations no longer spherical in shape. Rather, they |

along the downward-facing hemispherical became elongated especially for those that

surface. These data included the local were growing near the bottom center region.

boiling heat fluxes and the corresponding Furthermore, the bubbles appeared to i

local wall superheats which can be used to interfere with the adjacent ones and tended

construct the local nucleate boiling curves. to coalesce with each other.- When the heat i
2

flux was increased beyond 0.4 MW/m , the

4.1 Vapor Dynamics and Two-Phase Flow frequency of bubble generation became very

Phenomenon high and the adjacent bubbles tended to
coalesce to form one or several large

Photographic studies were performed to elongated vapor masses. These large
,

seek a clear physical understanding of the elongated vapor masses then ejected upward |

vapor dynamics and two-phase flow through from underneath the hemispherical test

the annular gap between the test vessel and vessel. They then quickly condensed to )

the scaled insulation structure under steady- smaller vapor masses as they traveled
state boiling conditions. When the water upward through the annular gap. The-

was subcooled at 90 C and the heat flux resulting two-phase motion in the annular

' level was relatively low (i.e., below 0.07 gap appeared to be in the slug flow regime.
2MW/m ), the outer surface of the

hemispherical test vessel was covered with a When the heat flux was further increased to i
2 |

large number of tiny vapor bubbles. The 1.0MW/m , the bubble formation frequency

bubbles were isolated from each other and became so high that the external bottom

there was no coalescence. Four separate surface of the test vessel was covered by a

stages of the bubble formation process were single elongated vapor mass. This single

observed. The process started with the large vapor mass expanded upward in a

heating of the subcooled liquid in contact cyclic manner to form a ring as it covered

with the heating surface during the waiting the downstream locations. It then broke into

period. When the required local level of several slugs in random directions as it

superheat was attained, the nucleation site
detached from the downward-facing heating

became active and a very tiny bubble couki surface. The slugs quickly condensed as

be observed on the local heating surface. they flow upward in the annular channel

19 NUREG/CR-5534
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The resulting two-phase motion appeared to probably caused by the high-frequency
be in the churn turbulent regime. cyclic vapor ejection process associated with

the downward facing boiling on the external
When the water was saturated at 100*C, the bottom surface of the test vessel and the
bubble dynamics and the flow activities three-dimensional swirls generated by the
were much more vigorous than those under strong recirculation motions in the annular
subcooled conditions. At the same heat flux channel. This unsteady, chaotic feature of
level, the bubble sizes were almost an order- the two-phase motions gave rise to a
of-magnitude larger and they were more significant flow-induced vibration of the
readily to coalesce with each other. lower octagonal part of the insulation
Moreover, they do not condense to smaller structure.
bubbles as they flow upward through the
annular channel This resuhed in a much 4.2 Nunnerical Prediction of the Upward
larger liquid entrainment and a considerably Co-current Flow |

higher mass flow rate. Video records
showed that large elongated vapor masses or The numerical scheme described in Section
slugs, being squeezed against the wall by the 3 is carried out by assuming uniformly
local buoyancy force, grew periodically on distributed heat flux along the heating
the vessel outer surface. They were then Larface from the bottom center to the i

ejected violently upward in all directions, equator of the vessel. The induced mass
msulting in an upward co-current two-phase flow rates for heat fluxes from 0.1 to 1.0 !

2
flow through the annular channel. The two- MW/m have been determined in the
phase motion appeared to be in the churn numerical calculations to investigate the
turbulent iegime. Close observation of the effect of the heat fluxes on the mass flow
flow clearly revealed that it was three- rate. The magnitudes of various

dimensional with swirl formation when contributions on the total pressum drops for
boiling was taking place at high-heat-flux various heat fluxes are also determined in
levels. Strong upstream influences were the analysis.
observed as a resuh of the activities of large
elongated bubbles in the bottom center The predicted mass flow rates are plotted
region of the vessel. against the heat fluxes in Figure 4.1 for three

different minimum gap sizes of the channel
It is worthy of noting that there was a For a given minimum gap size, the induced
minimum gap between the lower octagonal mass flow rate increases as the input heat
part of the scaled insulation structure and the flux is increased until the heat flux becomes

2
hemispherical test vessel, as can be seen in larger than 0.7 MW/m . When the heat flux

2
Figures 1.1 and 2.2. The two-phase flow is inemased beyond 0.7 MW/m , the total
was accelerated as it passed through the mass flow rate decreases moderately with
minimum gap. Close observation of the increasing heat flux. Physically, the increase
two-phase flow phenomenon in the in the total mass flow rate with increasing
minimum gap region was made at high heat heat flux is due to the liquid entrainment by
flux levels. Large vapor slugs, occupying the vapor flow. The more liquid mass is
nearly the entire cross-sectional flow area, consumed due to boiling of liquid, the more
were observed to flow through the minimum the mass flow rate is " entrained" from the
gap in a highly unsteady and chaotic bottom inlet of the thermal insulation.
manner. This unsteady, chaotic feature was However, the total mass flow rate does not
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2
increase monotonically with the heat flux. or larger than 6.5 MW/m , the void fraction
This is mainly due to the increase in the increases very rapidly from zero at the
two-phase pressure drop as the induced mass bottom center to nearly unity at 40
flow me and the heat flux are increased. downstream. The flow regimes in the
From equations (3.10) and (3.11), it can be channel is apparently in the slug flow
seen that the two-phase pressure drop is regime around the bottom center for heat

2

proportional to 4 , fu , and G ; fluxes equal to or greater than 0.6 MW/m2 2

furthermore, A is proportional to x and according to the criterion of Mishima and2 oa5

fu is proportional to G The Ishii [2]. Around the place where the4 25
.

proportionality expressed in terms of x and minimum gap size is located (~45 ), the

G for the two-phase pressure drop is superficial vapor velocity exhibits a local
as gt75. Therefore, as the quality and the peak. The flow is apparently in the churn-x

induced mass flow rate are increased, the turbulent flow regime according to Mishima

two-phase pressure drop will increase. This and Ishii. This flow regime was confirmed

in turn will reduce the amount of liquid by the pesent experimental observations.

entrained from the bottom inlet. The critical
mass flow rate corresponds to the maximum From the results of numerical analysis, it is

tw o-phase pressure drop that can be shown that the two-phase boundary layer

overcome by the buoyancy force. Note that flow in the channel is driven entirely by the

at a given heat flux, the induced mass flow buoyancy force under the influence of
rate increases as the minimum gap size is gravity with downward facing boiling
increased. This is expected since the two- conditions. The time scale ratio for
phase pressure drop becomes smaller as the buoyancy-controlled steam venting process

gap size becomes larger. The critical mass [1] should be preserved in order to insure the

flow rate also increases with increasing gap prototypicality of the test data obtained in

size. The present numerical results are the experimental measurements. The results

consistent with the critical mass flow rate of numerical analysis further indicates that

reported by Xia et al. [1] for natural the two-phase frictional pressure drop
convection boiling in a vertical rectangular increases profoundly with increasing mass

flow rate and the input heat flux. This inchannel
turn may affect the boiling heat transfer and
the critical heat flux,

Figure 4.2 and 4.3 show the liquid flow rate
and the vapor flow rate respectively, at
various angular positions with the heat flux 4.3 Natural Convection Boiling Heat

Transferas a parameter. In these figures, it can be
seen that the vapor flow rate and the liquid
consumption rate go up quickly from the The steady-state nucleate boiling data for the .

!
bottom center to the equator of the test high-heat-flux regime measured at various

vessel for heat fluxes above 0.6 MW/m . It locations of the test vessel are shown in2

is also worthy to note that the quality of the Figures 4.6 to 4.10. In these figures, the

vapor in the channel is below 40 % for local nucleate boiling heat fluxes are plotted

various input heat flux levels. The spatial against the local wall superheats with the

variation of the void fraction with the water temperature as a parameter, which

angular position is shown in Figure 4.4 was varied in the experiments from 90*C for

whereas the superficial vapor velocity is the case of subcooled boiling to 100*C for
the case of saturated boiling. In comrast to

given in Figure 4.5. For heat fluxes equal to
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the conventional case of pool boiling for " external" natural convection boiling on the

which liquid subcooling has very little effect outer surface of a hemispherical vessel
on nucleate boiling heat transfer, in the without an insulation structure. It was found

present case, a strong subcooling effect was that under both satumted and subcooled

observed at various locations of the vessel boiling conditions, the nucleate boiling heat
outer surface. The nucleate boiling curve in fluxes for the case with thermal insulation
the entire high-heat-flux region shifted were consistently higher than the

upward as the degree of subcooling was corresponding values for the case without
increased. Note that a strong subcooling thermal insulation. This difference in the
effect was present in the entire high-heat- nucleate boiling heat transfer was attributed

flux region. This behavior was different to the buoyancy-driven two-phase flow
than that reported by Cheung, Haddad and effect. For the case without thermal |

Liu [3] for the case without an insulation insulation [3], an " external" natural i
!

where a significant subcooling effect was convection two-phase boundary layer flow

observed only at heat flux levels below 0.1 was induced by the boiling process. The

MW/m . This enhancement in the mass flow rate increased in the downstream2

subcooled nucleate boiling heat transfer was locations from its minimum value at the
evidently due to the effect of the upward co- bottom center to its maximum value at the

current two-phase flow in the annular equator of the hemispherical vessel. Hence
the flow effect was relatively weak in the

channel.
bottom center region. On the other hand, an

Because of the buoyancy-driven co-current " internal" natural convection two-phase

two-phase flow that was induced by the flow was induced by the boiling process in

boiling process, there was a significant the present case with an insulation structure.

variation of the nucleate boiling heat flux Under steady-state boiling conditions, the

along the vessel outer surface. This was the mass flow rate was essentially constant

for both saturated and subcooled throughout the entire flow channel. Hencecase
boiling, as shown in Figures 4.11 to 4.14. the flow effect was relatively strong
For a given water temperature, the nucleate throughout the entire downward-facing

boiling heat flux tended to increase in the hemispherical heating surface compared to

downstream direction, evidently due tc the the corresponding case without thermal
natural convection flow effect. Although it insulation. This resulted in a higher heat

was a pool boiling process, the phenomenon transfer rate. |
'

exhibited strong flow boiling characteristics.
Note from Figures 4.8 and 4.11 that the 4.4 Spatial Vadation of the Cdtical Heat

nucleate boiling rate did not increase Flux

monotonically in the downstream location.
Rather it underwent an adverse chany in For the case without thermal insulation,

the minimum gap region. This adverse Cheung and Haddad [4] found that the local

change was evidently due to the relatively critical heat flux is a monotonically

large resistance to steam venting through the increasing function of the angular position
on the vessel outer surface. It had a

minimum gap,
minimum value at the external bottom center

The present results were compared to those of the vessel and a maximum value at the

corresponding data reported by Cheung, equator (i.e., upper edge) of the vessel. A ,

Haddad and Liu [3] for the case of radically different spatial variation of the
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CHF limit was observed in this study with fresh liquid water to the heating surface, j

thermalinsulation. Local dryout of the wall This resulted in a premature dryout of the i

was not detected at the bottom center of the surface, leading to a considerably smaller
vessel even for saturated boiling at the heat value of the local critical heat flux. In view

flux hvel of 1.10 MW/m . As the heat flux of this, the minimum gap region could be a2

was increased to 1.10 MW/m , the local wall potential hot spot on the vessel wall under2

temperature at the bottom center of the test severe accident conditions.

vessel simply rose to a new steady-state
value without showing any abrupt increase At locations further downstream of the
in magnitude. This clearly indicated that, minimum gap, i.e., for 60* $ 0 $ 90*, the
with the presence of an insulation structure, local critical heat flux appeared to increase

the local CHF limit for saturated boiling on considerably. Even for saturated boiling at
2

the external bottom center of the vessel was the heat flux level of 1.2 MW/m , there was

larger than 1.10 MW/m'. This was almost no local dryout being detected on the wall.
three times higher than the local CHF value As the heat flux was increased to 1.2

3 2

of 0.40 MW/m for the case without thermal MW/m , the local wall temperature simple

insulation [3]. rose to a new steady-state value without
exhibiting any abrupt jump in magnitude,

Near the minimum gap of the channel (0 ~ which was similar to the phenomenon
45*), the local CHF limit for saturated observed in the bottom center of the vesset

boiling was found to be approximately 0.98 This confirmed the fact that the local critical

P W/m This was considerably lower than heat flux had the lowest limit in the2

the local CHF limit at the external bottom minimum gap region. A comparison of the
center. Physically, this decrease in the local local CHF values for the cases with and
critical heat flux was evidently due to the without thermal insulation is given in Table

difficulty in venting the steam through the 4.1.

minimum gap. As the local CHF limit was
approached, the vapor slug tended to occupy
the entire cross-sectional flow area at the
minimum gap, thus preventing the supply of

Table 4.1 Local Critical Heat Flux (CHF) for the Cases With and Without
ThermalInsulation

Angular Position on the
Vessel Outer Surface 0* 18' 45" 60* 75*

Local CHF Value* Without
2ThermalInsulation, MW/m 0.40 0.54 0.74 0.85 0.93

Local CHF Value* With
2Thermal Insulation, MW/m > l .10* * > 1.10 * * 0.98 > l .20* * > l .20 * *

* Local CHF value obtained under saturated boiling conditions.
|

** Local dryout was not observed at the wall for heat fluxes up to the indicated values in
2MW/m ,
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5. CONCLUSIONS
,

Based upon the flow observation and the 4. There was a significant spatial variation
heat transfer data obtained in this project, of the nucleate boiling heat transfer
the following conclusions can be made: downstream of the bottom center of the

7

vessel. Moreover, a strong effect of
1. As a result of natural convection boiling subcooling was observed in the entire

on the outer surface of the hemispherical high-heat-flux region up to the local
vessel, an upward co-current two-phase CHF limit.
flow, driven entirely by buoyancy, was
induced in the annular channel between 5. The rate of steam venting appeared to
the test vessel and the insulation increase considerably with the power
structure. input. Large vapor slugs, occupying the

entire cross-sectional flow area, were
2. There were strong upstream influences observed to flow through the minimum

on the flow field due to the activities of gap in a highly unsteady and chaotic
large elongated vapor masses generated manner.
by boiling in the external bottore center
region of the vessel. 6. Because of the chaotic steam venting

process through the minimum gap, the
3. At high-heat-flux levels, the two-phase local critical heat flux near the minimum

motion in the channel was in the churn gap was considerably lower than the
turbulent flow regime with flow-induced CHF limit at the bottom center,

vibration of the lower octagonal part of However, it is still appreciably higher
the insulation structure. than the corresponding local CHF value

for the case without thermal insulation.

!

:
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Appendix A ;

Literature Survey j

The subject of pool boiling has been and Hewitt [2]. These mechanisms are I

extensively reviewed by Cheung et al. [1]. illustrated in Figure A.I.
In this appendix, the CHF phenomena for
flow boiling will be reviewed. The first of these mechanism is associated

with evaporation of the liquid microlayer
A.1 CHF In Tubes And Other Circular under a growing vapor bubble on the heated
Geometries tube wall (Figure A.1). Just prior to release

of the bubble, evaporation of the microlayer

A.1.1 CHF Conditions for Internal Flow may leave a portion of the wall under the
Boiling bubble completely dry. If a constant-heat- l

flux condition is applied to the wall, the i

Internal flow boiling is often encountered in temperature of the dry patch may rise above

applications where nearly complete the Leidenfrost temperature, preventing the

vaporization of the coolant is desired. patch from rewetting . Continued

Perhaps the most frequently encountered evaporation of the microfilm at the
example is the refrigeration or air- perimeter of the dry patch may cause it to
conditioning system. Other examples grow. This may eventually lead to the dryout

include cryogenic processing applications, of the entire wall, whereupon a transition to

boilers in nuclear and conventional power convective film boiling occurs,

plant systems, and chemical processing ,

occurrence of high wall temperatures and/or |$7 *i
' %involving pure hydrocarbons. To avoid the f '' ' | p 5 i

'

j
'

the poor heat transfer associated with the j nN ff5
film boiling regime, the vaporiution must M$

: "Mbe accomplished at low wall superheat
levels. For this reason, evaporators and L }, f

gboilers are usually designed to avoid the p we
high wall superheat levels that may produce w m a

film boiling at some point during the
process. Figure A.1 Schematic Representations of

. . Postulated CHF Mechanisms.
Although numerous .mvestigations of critical

.

-

heat flux conditions for flow boiling have The second mechanism identified by Tong
been conducted, the mecham,sms responsible and Hewitt may be encountered at moderate
for the entical heat flux transition are still bulk subcooling levels, where bubbles may
not 'll understood at the present time, be concentrated in a boundary layer near the
However, some light has been shed on the wall. If the number density of the bubbles
nature of these mechanisms under subcooled and size of the bubble boundary layer
or very low quality conditions, where become large enough, liquid flow to the
bubbly or slug flow is typically encountered. surface may be impeded. Liquid under and
For such conditions, three potential between bubbles at the surface may then be
mechanisms have been discussed by Tong evaporated away, producing dry patches at

A-1 NUREG/CR-5534
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the wall. Dry patches produced in this critical heat flux. When the flow is in the
fashion may continue to grow as liquid near churn or annular mgime, this trend is
the surface is evaporated away, ultimately apparently a consequence of the increase in

. producing a transition to convective film entrainment that generally accompanies
boiling. increasing mass flux. This is expected

because a greater portion of the liquid
The third mechanism is associated with slug inventory flows as entrained droplets on the
flow encountered for high-quality saturated core, making it more difficult to keep the
flows. As a slug moves downstream, the walls fully wetted. At lower heat flux
liquid fihn between the bubble interface and levels, Levitan and Lantsman [4] reported
the wall may completely evaporate at a that the critical quality becomes essentially
particular location, thus forming a dry patch. independent of heat flux. The members of
For a sufficiently high applied heat flux, the USSR Academy of Science mported that
surface temperature may exceed the increasing mass flux decreases the dryout
Ieidenfrost temperature and prevent the quality. They attributed this phenomenon to
patch from rewetting. The dry patch may a consequence of increased entrahunent,
subsequently grow in size, leading to a which leaves less liquid in the liquid film on
transition to convective film boiling. the wall. They also suggest that tubes of

larger diameter will have lower critical heat
Despite numerous studies of critical heat flux values. Doroshchuk et al [5] also
flux (CHF) conditions, the mechanisms presented CHF data at high mass flux levels
described above are not completely and suggested that the dryout quality may
understood. The complexity of these exhibit some heat flux dependence at very
mechanisms has also made analytical low heat flux levels and high mass flux
modeling generally difficult. As a result, levels. These investigators attributed this
most proposed methods for predicting CHF dependence on heat flux to the increased
conditions have been based on experimental precipitation (deposition) of droplets on the
data. tube wall at higher mass flux levels. This

hypothesis was supported by argument that
In general, for upward flow of water in a the deposition rate increases as the mass flux

- round tube, the parameters that may affect is increased.
the critical heat flux include the mass flux,
the pmssure, the tube diameter, the location A.1.2 Non-uniform Heat Flux
downstream of the tube inlet, and either the Distribution of Round Tube
quality or subcooling.

A large amount of data were collected for
| The members of the USSR Academy of critical heat flux variation in a tube
| Sciences [3] reported that critical heat flux subjected to axial variation of heating.
f increases as the bulk enthalpy of the coolant Kecys et al. [6] mported that the critical heat
I is increased and decreases as the subcooling flux for a tube with a cosine axial heat flux

is decreased or the quality is increased. For distribution is lower than the critical heat
strongly subcooled conditions, increasing flux at the same local quality with uniform
the flow rate increases the critical heat flux, heat flux distribution. The strong effect of
apparently because doing so strengthens heat flux distribution on the local / quality
convective transport. For saturated flow, relationship was also observed by
increasing the mass flux decreases the Doroschuk et al. [7]. Another form of non-
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:

1

uniform distribution of heat flux often Katto and co-workers [10] carried out
investigated is that where a short zone in the experimens on nucleate boiling at rather
channel is at a higher flux (" flux spike"). A high heat flux in a confined space bounded<

collection of data and analysis for this case by two horizontal co-axial disks with the

: was reported by Greoneveld [8]. The lower disk heated. They classified the
channel average heat flux dryout with a flux boiling behavior depending on the gap size

,

spike was found to approach the value for into three regions as: unheated bubbles,
uniform flux as the exit quality increased. In depressed bubbles, and oppressed bubbles.
the high quality region, the magnitude of the They investigated in detail the region of
flux in the flux spike itself can be up to three depressed bubbles and pointed out the thin'

times the mean flux without changing the liquid evaporation es a dominant heat
average flux for dryout. Similar results were transfer mechanism of this region. Ishibashi

obtained with circumferential variations of and Nishikawa [11] performed experiments
,

heat flux though, here, the average heat flux at rather low heat fluxes in a vertical annuli I

maybe lower due to limitations of with both ends open. They identified the
circumferential transport of the liquid; ' isolated bubble region and the coalesced
results of this type were presented by bubble region. Compared with the

Chojonowski[9]. unconfined situation, the enhanced heat
'

transfer coefficient is attained in the
A.2 CHF In Vertical Non-Cirrular coalesced bubble region and an empirical

Channels correlation was proposed for this region.
Katto and his co-workers [12-14] developed

A.2.1 CHF in Vertical Channels of generalized correlations for the critical heat

Reduced Size flux of natural convection boiling in
confined spaces, vertical annular channels,

Natural convective boiling in a confined and uniformly heated vertical round tubes.
narrow space is frequently encountered in Yao and Chang [15] studied pool boiling in
various heat transfer equipment. In this case, a vertical annuli with a closed bottom for
heat transfer characteristics become quite various gap sizes, fluids, and heat fluxes.

different . from those of conventional They distinguished three boiling regimes of
unconfined natural convective boiling. In a isolated deformed bubbles, slightly

confined space, opposing effects may arise deformed bubbles, and coalesced deformed

either to enhance or to degrade heat transfer. bubbles, on a boiling map where the Bond

Among others, natural convective boiling in number and the boiling number are chosen

narrow vertical channels has become an as the coordinates. Hung and Yao (16]
important problem in many fields of measured the heat transfer coefficient and
engineering. Cooling of plate-type nuclear critical heat flux in a horizontal annuli with
fuel elements in nuclear reactors, open ends, and investigated the effects of
microelectronic device cooling, where annuli length, liquid subcooling, and non-

miniaturization and minhnization of uniform gap due to eccentricity. Fujita et at

packaging volume and weight are of [17] and Fujita and Uchida [18] investigated

paramount importance, and the control of pool boiling heat transfer and critical heat
heat transfer properties in various types of flux for saturated water at atmospheric

heat transfer equipment are just a fe w pressure in a confined narrow channel
examples of the applications motivating bounded by opposed heated and unheated''

research in this area. parallel rectangular plates. Monde and his
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co-workers [19-21] experimentally and than 2 mm, the saturated nucleate

theoretically studied heat transfer boiling heat transfer was not
enhancement due to bubbles passing through influenced by the gap size.

a vertical narrow channel with asymmetric
For channel gaps less than 2 mm,heating. *

saturated nucleate boiling heat

As for the critical heat flux in a confmed transfer increases with a decrease

space, many experiments in vertical in the channel gap.
channels have been made with cryogenic
liquids in relation to superconducting

Boiling heat transfer in the |devices. Ogata et al. [22] and Bailey (23] *

measured the CHF in vertical rectangular channel gaps larger than 2mm
'

channels and proposed an empirical can be evaluated in the same way
3

correlation for their own CHF data. Monde as those in normal channels, but |

et at [19] performed experiments on critical those in channel gaps <2 mm
heat flux in narrow channels submerged in a could not be evaluated by the
water pool In their experiments, the same correlation-
channels were formed by two vertical
surfaces. Uniform heating was applied to A quantitative enalysis of the critical heat
one surface of the channel, that was flux in both vertical circular tubes and

rectangular channels was carried out bysubmerged in saturated water at one
atmosphere. Burnout was detected by Sudo [25] using the separated two-phase
observing the temperature excursion in the flow model for low-velocity, upward-
channel wall. Their data shows that CHF saturated two-phase flow. Over 1,000
decmases in a roughly hyperbolic fashion experimental CHF data were compared with
with increasing length-to-spacing ratio. As the analytical results. Their proposed model
this ratio goes to zero, the CHF data was based on an existing model of vapor
approaches the pool boiling CHF limit. blanket over the thin liquid sublayer on the
However, as the ratio is increased to 100, the heated wall at the CHF point, which was
measured CHF is only about one-tenth that originally proposed by Haramura and Katto
of the pool boiling CHF value. [26). The major findings of their work are

listed below:
Aritomi et al [24] recently studied the effcet
of channel gap on thermo-hydraulic The critical heat flux increases.

behavior at. low velocities and atmospheric with increasing mass flux and
; pressure. Freon 113 was used as the test inlet subcooling.

fluid.' The test section was composed of an
inner heated rod and an outer tube made of * The critical heat flux increases
glass. Several findings reported by Aritomi with decreasing channellength.
are listed below:

* The critical heat flux decreases
For channel gaps less than 2 mm, with decreasing gap size.*

the saturated nucleate boiling
heat transfer depends strongly on Xia et al [27] performed experiments using
the gap spacing. On the other saturated R-113 in vertical narrow channels
hand, for channel gaps larger under atmospheric pressure. The effects of
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gap size, channel height, md heat flux on would rise followed by the occurrence of the

the critical heat flux were studied. The boiling crisis,
channels consisted of a pair of flat plates.

| Two different peripheral conditions of the Schoesse et al [28] conducted CHF
channels were tested. The first was an open measurements in a vertical upward annular

periphery where four edges of the confined channel composed of an hmer heated rod

. space were open to the bulk liquid. The and an outer tube. The following features

second was a closed side periphery with the were obtained in their investigation:

top and the bottom edges open. Xia et al
[27] reported that the smaller the gap size, 1. The CHF behavior can be classified into
the smaller the incipient heat flux. For a low mass flow regime, a high mass

channel spacing greater than 3 mm, the heat flux regime, and a transition region.

transfer data were nearly the same as those
for conventional natural convective boiling 2. The influence of inlet subcooling on

in a large vertical channel. Their results led CHF is remarkable only in the transition

to the following conclusions: md high mass flux regions. A minimum
CHF is detected under the condition of

The heat transfer coefficient may flow transition from churn to annular.

increase by a factor of 3 to 5 with flow, located at the exit of the test
'

a decrease in the channel gap section.

and/or an increase in the channel
height at low to moderate heat 3. The most probably point of CHF
fluxes (far below CHF). At high occurrence is related to the region of the

heat fluxes, the reverse is true. most unstable flow conditions.

There exists an optimum channel Depending on the influence of mass flux

size for heat transfer and inlet subcooling, the most unstable
flow condition is marked as follow:enhancement,

For low mass fluxes, CHFeThe CHF is reduced with a*
was induced by the

decrease in the channel gap or an
increase in the channel height. phenomena of flooding and

chugging at the top of the
heater,* Because of the complicated

boiling heat transfer in the
For high mass fluxes andchannel, the maximum local *

superheat point is not always high inlet subcoolings, CHF

located on the top of the boiling was induced by the pulsated
annular flow or churn flow at

surface.
the top of the heater,

Furthermore, they found that once the wall
F'r high mass fluxes and lowheat flux increased to the point where the e

mass flux reached its maximum, fluid flow inlet subcoolings, CHF was

began to fluctuate. If the heat flux continued
caused by the churn-annular
or bubble-annular flowto increase, the mass flux in the channel
transition at the middle andwould fall sharply, and the wall superheat
lower part of the heater.
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It is worthy to note that the above conditions. For a gap width of 0.15m, and ;

investigations were made for CHF in thin or inclination of 10, they reponed that the |

reduced-size vertical channels. Moreover, influence of subcooling was much more !

none of the previous studies is applicable to important than that for the previous case.
the problem under consideration. This is For near saturation inlet conditions, the

because of the differences in the size of the influence of mass velocity on the CHF
~ hannel and geometry of the heating surface became predominant and at low massc
between the previous studies and present velocities, the CHF curves approached an
work. Both factors (i.e., the size and the asymptotic limits (200kW/m at 0.lMPa).
geometry) are expected to have strong Their results indicated favorable possibilities
effects on the natural convection boiling of coolability of large surfaces under natural

process. The channel sizes employed in convection conditions. The major findings
most previous studies were at least an order of their work are summarized below:
of magnitude smaller than the size of the

The critical Heat Flux decreased almosthemispherical flow channel considered in .

the present work. linearly with the quality, with a positive
influence of the mass flux at low

Recently Rouge [29] performed experiments qualities and a negative influence at high
under forced and natural upward convection qualities.
conditions in a vertical rectangular channel.
The test section was a flat plate,15 mm The curves of CHF approached an.

thick,4 m long and 15 cm wide, uniformly asymptotic value at large quality.
electrically heated. Channel width (gap) can

| be enlarged from 3 to 15 cm, and the test The CHF decreased when the inclination.

i section can be inclined from vertical to was increased.
horizontal position. The test section was
operated under different system conditions: The CHF increased slightly when the.

Outlet absolute pressure variede

from 0.1 to 1 MPa. The chtnnel gap size had no effect on.

the CHF under saturated conditions in
Subcooling varied from 0 C to the vertical position, and a limitede

50 C. positive effect under subcooled
conditions.

* Heat flux varied from 0.1 to 1
2MW/m (with some data up to 2 A detailed comparison of previous studies is
2

MW/m ). given in Table A.1 and A.2. Table A.1

|
summarizes the effects of subcooling and

The effects of pressure drop, subcooling, gap size on the CHF limit whereas TableI

gap size, and inclination were investigated. A.2 summarizes the CHF mechanisms under
For a gap width of 0.03m, and inclination of various mass flow and subcooling
90, they reported that the CHF limit conditions,
increased when the pressure drop or the
mass velocity was increased. There was no

L influence of subcooling, as the CHF was

| always observed to occur under saturated
|
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Table A.1 Effects of Subcooling and Gap Size on the CHF Limit: Comparison of
Previous Studies

Increased

|
Subcooling Increased Gap

Source Heating Geometry on CHF Size on CHF Limit
.

Rouge + [29] Vertical rectangular No influence No effect under Greater than'

2
channel with one side saturated 1 MW/m

heated (upward, conditions in

forced) the vertical
position

Rouge * [29] Same con 5guration Enhanced Positive effect Greater than
2

except with 10 degree under subcooled 1 MW/m

i inclination (upward, conditions
1

forced)
Schoesse et Vertical annulus Enhanced Not Available Not defined

at[28] (upward, forced)

Xia et at* Verticalrectangular Not Enhanced Not defined

[27] channel with one side considered

heated (upward,
natural)

Sudo [25] Vertical rectangular Enhanced Enhanced Not defined |
,

channelwith both side
3eated (upward,

forced)
Monde et al. Vertical rectangular Not Enhanced Greater than

2

[19] channel with one side Considered 1 MW/m
i

heated (upward,
fowd);

!+ The experiments were carried out in vertical channels of large size.
*The test fluids used in the experiments were R-113. |

|

|
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Table A.2 The CHF Mechanism Under Various Mass Flux and Subcooling Conditions:
Comparison of Previous Studies

Soume Mass Flux Subcooling CHF Mechanism

2
Schoesse et at [28] Low (below 80kg/m -s) No effect Flooding / flow reversal

High (higher than 140 Low Circulation
2kg/m -s)

High Flow reversal
;

Xia et al. [27] Low to high Not Mass flux sharply drops
Considered due to thermaldrag

Monde et at [19] Low Not Flooding / Circulation
Considered

There was a minimum value inA.2.2 Effect of Mow Direction on CHF e

the CHF for the test section
Bertonni et al. [30] showed a small heated from one side at complete
reduction in heat flux in going from upflow bottom blockage or low

|

to downflow. The differences couki be downflow. This minimum
I accounted for by differences in flow patterns occurred due to flooding and/or

(there is a greater propensity to annular flow bubble stagnation. The minimum
in a downward flowing system) and liquid CHF in downflow appeared at
entrainment behavior in downflow as mass velocities up to the critical
illustrated in the experiments of Webb and mass velocity (150 to 200

2
Hewitt [31]. Mishima and Nishihara [32] kg/m s) at which the bubbles
studied the CHF at low-flow-rate and low- stagnated in the heated section.
pressure conditions for water flowing in thin Beyond the critical mass

rectangular channels. Their experiments velocity, the vapor bubbles were
were carried out with two types of forced downward and the flow
rectangular test sections, namely, the one regime became churn or annular
heated from one wide side and the other flow accompanied with a violent
heated from two opposite sides. The CHF oscillation of boiling boundary.
was measured both in upflow, downflow, In this region, the CHF increased

as the mass velocity wasand at complete bottom blockage in order to
observe the effect of gravity. Their results increased.
revealed that the flow regimes under low-

* In the upflow, the CHFflow-rate and low-pressure conditions were
significantly affected by the density ratio approached to the minimum due
and gravity. In addition, their results to flooding at the lowest mass
revealed that: velocity, while it increased

almost linearly with mass
]
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velocity. It was found that the /

CHF in upflow was generally *
higher than in the downflow. The ,,,. e ,

flow characteristics indicated that
\the effect of gravity was

"significant at such low flow rates.

'rThe effect of inlet subcooling on*

mad -'= "'" h
CHF also could be found. In the
downflow, the CHF increased
with increasing inlet subcooling ;

Iwhile in upward flow, the effect
ewas not obvious. j 3

k \
The general tendencies of the u. m*

"
CHF measured in the test section \

''-*'5 **'
heated on both sides were similar ' * " * * *
to those observed in the first test * * * * " " " ' * *section. However, the CHF in the
test section heated from tw Figure A. 2 Pool Boiling on Curved
opposite sides was about a half of Surface
that in the other test section.

Pool boiling on the underside of inclined
and downward-facing flat surfaces has also

A.3 CHF on External Surfaces been thought of as a simplified approach for
investigating the effect of local inclination"

Pool boiling on the unders de of on pool boiling on the external surface of ai
,

and downward-facmg curvedmclined hemispherical or curved wall. The
surfaces is of interest in many applications. assumption was to neglect the effect of

,

Examples m, elude thermal management of upstream boiling on the curved surface,
ground storage tanks cf cryogenic liquids; which has recently been shown not be valid
handh,ng of hazardous hquid chemical by El-Genk et al [34-36]. Experimental I

Icontamers during a fire (Jung et al. [33]) results for flat inclined surfaces showed that,

ccoling of high power-density electromes; nucleate boiling heat flux at high wall
,

cooling of electne cables m superheat increased slightly with increased '
i

superconductivity research; and coolm, g of surface inclination from the horizontal , but
the pressure vessellower head of an ALWR decreased significantly with increased
following a core meltdown accident inclination at low wall superheat. It was
involvmg relocation of a large quality of explained that such increase in nucleate
molten core mixture (corium) to the lower boiling heat flux with decreased inclination
head. at low wall superheat could be due to

increased mixing in boundary layer by
sliding elongated vapor bubbles and to the
evaporation of the thin film underneath the
bubbles. As the inclination angle of the
surface is decreased, the bubbles become

A-9 NUREG/CR-5534



more elongated and their average size and liquids flowing inside a channel were often
residence time increases, while the thickness based on the assumption that the underlying

of the liquid film underneath the bubbles mechanism was essentially the same as the

decreases, resulting in a higher nucleate one for pool boiling. Most investigators
boiling heat transfer. This dependency of have now concluded that this is not the case

nucleate pool boiling heat flux on local and that the appropriate model depends on

inclination was found to be opposite to those the two-phase flow which exists at the CHF

measured for small, downward-facing limit. It is suggested that there are four flow

curved surfaces. pattern regions which need to be separately
considered. They are:

Table A-3 summarizes the local CHF values
for downward facing pool boiling reported 1. Annular flow: At very high void
by various investigators. fractions, a film of liquid normally

covers the surface of the heated channel 1

!
A.4 Cdtical Heat Flux Models For Flow whereas vapor with entrained droplets

Bolling occupy the central core. The critical heat
;

flux occurs when the liquid film on the

A.4.1 Critical Heat Flux Mechanism in heater wall begins to " dry out".

Channel Flow
2. Churn-to-annular flow: At high void |

Early attempts to obtain generalized fractions, the critical heat flux is induced ;

predictions of the critical heat flux for by flooding which resuhs in zero liquid i

penetration at this point.

|

Table A.3 Critical Heat Flux Values Reported by Previous Investigators
,

<

Heating Heating Angle of Subcooling Critical Heat Hux

Source Method Surface Inclination Level (K) (kW/m2)

Theofanous Steady State 2-D 0 <0<30" 0 300 if 0<5" ,

et al. [47] Heating simulation 300+12.60 if j

5'<0<30

276 if 0<5*
276+12.60 if
5' <0<30*

Theofanous Steady-State 2-D-full-size 0 <0<15' 14 500+13.30

et al. [48] Heating simulation
15'<0<90* 540+10.70

Guo and El- Quenching Spherical 0* 0 570

Genk [42] surface

! Cheung et al. Quenching Hemisphere 0* <0<90" 0 - 10 400 - 1050

| [52] Vessel

Cheung et al. Steady-State 3-D Scaled 0 <0<90 0 - 10 400(1+0.036AL)
[1] Heating Vessel [l+0.0210-

(0.0070)2] .

!

|
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2 3. Slug and churn turbulent flows: At from a transition in flow regime from churn

medium to high void fractions, these to annular. They observed that this type of7

flow patterns are marked by separate burnout occurred over the same range of

,

vapor and liquid regions and it is mass velocity as circulation-limited burnout.

I possible that the CHF occurs due to The cause of flooding limited burnout is that

overheating during the passage of the the liquid from the top is limited by flooding

vapor clot, dryout of liquid microlayer, due to high steam flow, resulting in a dryout

: or the blockage of the liquid penetration on the heating surface. For a CHF caused by

to the microlayer during the heating a transition in flow regime, the steam flow is'

| period, high enough to prevent liquid flow from the
top.

j
4. ' Dispersed bubbly, churn and bubbly)

; flows: The vapor is normally dispersed An analytical expression for predicting
throughout the liquid but at the CHF flooding-limited CHF in thin rectangular ;

; point, a film of vapor forms at the wall channels was recently derived by Cheng

which then prevents the liquid coolant [38] from the two-component momentum
from contacting the heated surface. equations for the liquid and gas phases.

Combined with the derivation - for'

i A.4.2 Annular and Churn-to-Annular circulation-limited and pool-boiling-limited

|
Flow Regime CHF, Cheng [39] was able to predict the

CHF of three kinds in rectangular channels.
<

| A recent review of experimental data on
; critical heat flux for natural convection A.4.3 Slug and Churn Turbulent Flow

i boiling in vertical rectangular channels Regime

i revealed three mechanisms of CHF. They

i are the pool boiling limit, the circulation Fiori and Bergies (40] observed that the

] limit, and the flooding limit associated with CHF is associated with the passage of vapor
.

.
a transition in flow regime from churn- plugs. They suggested that the CHF can be

! turbulent to annular, reached as a result of the evaporation of the
thin liquid layer under the vapor plug during

Fujita et al. [17] observed that CHF in thin the passage of the plug. In their observation,,

i

vertical rectangular channels may be near the CHF condition, the wall

predicted from the limiting condition that temperature level began to increase and

the homogeneous flow of a vapor and liquid shoved temperature fluctuations _ due to

mixture in a vertical duct, driven by natural moraentary dryout during the vapor passage.

circulation, is completely vaporized at the Trese temperature fluctuations grew in

top exit of the hmated channel. This burnout amplitude and the temperature level

mechanism is the ci culation-liched b=nept ineeased rapidly since the temperature rise

that occurs when the fk. is low and the during the dry period exceeded the
vapor quality at the exit approaches unity, temperatue drop due to quenching. The

cvelical behavior continued until the wall
wcs above the estimated rewettingIn their study of critical heat flux under

conditions of low flow in a vertical annulus, temperature. Van der Molen and Galijee's

Mishima and Ishii [37] suggested that [41] tere recent photographic observations

another mechanism of burnout may result of the CHF for plug flow in small diameter
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vertical annuli lent support to the major theoretical approaches to CHF in this
observations of Fiori and Bergies [40]. The situation have focused on the very thin
critical heat flux appeared to be associated liquid layer between the wall and the bubbly

with the passage of a vapor plug. These layer. Katto [43] suggested that the major'

investigators found that in the intermittent theoretical approaches to CHF can be
flow pattern there were large variations in categorized into the following groups:'

!the time average temperature around the
!

circumference of the evaporator tube. They 1. Critical liquid superheat: CHF is
concluded that the vapor regions traveling assumed to occur when the thin liquid

along the upper wall act as barriers and sublayer (beneath the bubbly layer)
inhibit coolant contact with the top wall reaches a critical superheat.'

With a sufficiently high heat flux, one might
expect the temperature of the upper surface 2. Inhibition of enthalpy transport to the
to reach a point where rewetting is no longer bubbly layer due to separation of the
possible. boundary layer from the wall.

It should be noted that currently there is no 3. Blockage of the liquid flow to the wall
successful theoretically based predictive by the flow of vapor from the wall.
model accounting for the observation that
the CHF arises from vapor plug passage. 4. Dryout of the liquid sublayer underneath
Development of such CHF predictive vapor clots flowing along the wall.

capability will require a model of the
intermittent flow pattern which can 5. Bubble coalescence in the bubbly layer

accurately predict the length of the vapor brought about by inadequate vapor
region, the interval between vapor region removal rate at the edge of the bubbly
and vapor region passage tiine. layer.

Recently Ho et al. [42] developed a Among these groups, only the liquid dryout
theomtical critical heat flux model for low- and the bubbly coalescence theories are
pressum, low mass, and low-steam-quality receiving significant attention. Hebel et at.
flow conditions. They assumed that the [44] assumed that limitation for the rate of
occurrence of CHF under such conditions the vapor removal by axial transport of
was triggered by Helmhohz instability in the vapor leads to the shortage of liquid,
sublayer stem-liquid system. Their model resulting in the occurrence of CHF.
was devriped by a simple energy balance Weisman and co-workers [45] considered a
of liquid . iblayer evaporation as the vapor critical value of void fraction in the bubble
blanket tended to disturb the balance layer adjacent to the wall, which is brought
between the buoyancy force and the drag about through the balance between the
force exerted upon it. The result showed outward flow of vapor bubbles and the
good agreement with experimental data. inward flow of liquid at the bubble-

layer / bulk-flow interface. Their CHF model
A.4.4 Bubbly, Churn-Bubbly Mow which employed two-empirical constants

gave good predictions for various kinds of
Under the conditions of subcooled and low liquids under slightly subcooled and low
quality flow, the flow pattern is expected to quality conditions.
be bubbly, churn and bubbly flow. The
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| The CHF modeling based on dryout of a constant over any cross section of the tube

i liquid sublayer under vapor clots was or duct, varying only in the axial direction.
originated by lee and Mudawar [46]. The
onset of CHF was explained in terms of the By invoking the laws of conservation of
dryout of a very thin liquid sublayer which mass and momentum for a stratified flow,
lies below the thin vapor layer at DNB Carey [49] was able to derive a final

| (Departure from Nucleate Boiling). expression for the overall pressure gradient

| Helmholtz instability was assumed to for two-phase flow in a channet There are

| govern the release of the vapor clot. Hence, four contributions to the overall pressure
the length of the vapor clot was assumed gradient. The first. represents pressure

,

| equal to the Helmholtz critical wavelength. variations due to changes in the cross-
| The liquid mass flux was simply obtained sectional area of the duct. The second and

| from the product of bubble velocity and the third account for frictional and
density, where the bubble velocity was gravitational head loss, respectively, and the
determined by a balance of the buoyancy forth represents acceleration (or
and drag forces acting on the vapor. The deceleration) of the flow. Carey further

,

sublayer thickness was based on a force developed this one-dimensional model of|

balance on the vapor clot in the radial momentum transport under the following
direction. The rate of momentum produced assumptions:

by sublayer evaporation into the vapor was
balanced by a lateral force caused by the 1. At a given axial location in the channel,
rotation of the blanket due to the relative the velocities of the liquid and vapor
velocity between the two phase. Their model phases are uniform over the portion of ,

which employed a constant and a the channel occupied by each, but not
coefficient, both determined empirically, necessarily equal
was shown to predict the CHF of water
fairly well over a considerably wide range of 2. The two phases are in local

subcooling. thermodynamic equilibrium.!

3. Empirical correlations or relations

A.5 Review of Relevant Two-Phase-Flow derived from simplified theories are
Models available to predict the void fraction cx

and one of these two-phase multipliers

Developments of the full governing g, p., and 9, from parameters that
equations for three-dimensional, time- quantify the local conditions. The two-
varying two-phase flow can be found in the phase multipliers mentioned above are

works of Ishii [47] and Boure [48]. The defined as
form of the governing equations can be

dP/ dz),'"*simplified by invoking time and/or space
-

information regardinF the instantaneous
.((dP/dz) ,

I

averagmg. In doing so, however, p, =
g)

localized behavior of the flow is lost. In
Carey's [49] treatment of internal gas-liquid - dP/dz),

"*~

p,= ((dP/dz)3_flows, the flow was considered to be steadyi-

| and one-dimensional in the sense that all . g,p
; dependent variables are idealized as being

!
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j*(dPldz)|'' * * "
s

Y' "
_ (dPldz), _ f/" '

v.p.
' d

In the above expressions,fr denotes the | j

frictional component of the two-phase |
'

. pressure drop, I the frictional pressure {n
gradient that would result if the liquid
flowed alone through the channel at a
mass flow rate equal to G(1-x)A, lo the Figure A. 3 Idealized Model System Used in the
frictional pressure gradient that wouki Analysis of Annular flow without
result if liquid only flows through the Entrainment
channel at the same total mass flow rate
GA, and y the frictional pressure gradient There are four assumptions made by Carey
that would result if the vapor flowed [49] in the analysis of annular flow in a
alone through the channel at a mass flow vertical round tube. They are: (1) the flow is
rate equal to Gx4. steady, (2) the downstream pressure

gradients felt in the core and the liquid film
A.5.1 Analytical Models of One are the same, (3) the liquid flows in an
Dimensional Two-Phase Flow annular film on the inside wall of the tube

that has a uniform thickness and a smooth
During convective vaporization and liquid-vapor interface, and (4) there is no
condensation processes inside tubes, the entrainment of liquid film in the core. Carey

-large difference between the liquid and argued that the effects of the wavy interface
vapor densities away from the critical point on heat transfer and pressure drop are often
can result in high vapor void fractions even small or can be treated by empirically
at relatively low quality. Therefore, this modifying a smooth-interface model
would very likely correspond to the annular
flow regime with a thin film of liquid As shown by Hewitt and Hall-Taylor [50],
flowing along the tube walls. the streamwise force-momentum balance for

the vapor core flow can be expressed as
The importance of annular flow to air-

i conditioning systems and other applications dP 4r, 2xG rdr'2

~ #'#has stimulated efforts to develop accurate y = d' a'p' 'dz >methods to predict the transport in such
circumstances. In this section, analytical
treatments of annular flow are briefly The momentum equation for the liquid film *

presented. with the assumptions of steady-state and
neglecting inertia effects requires that

'r* 1 'dP '' r' - r'r(r)=r; L +- - + p,g (2.5)
\r> 1 dz r

\ ,

where ri=d/2 is the radius of the tube.
i

Also the conservation of mass gives
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i

!

The eddy diffusivity in the liquid film for
|
'

r 25 3, turbulent flow conditions has typically been
d

1-- G(1- x)= p, u(d,-2yky (2.6) evaluated using relations like those
4 'o developed for single-phase turbulent flow in( j

tubes. The Deissler correlation is one of
The conservation of energy (neglecting these relations:

| sensible cooling of the film) also requin:s -

g = 3 yyg _, u' yi'* ) (2.12)2 -

| diat

b= (2.7) where n is a constant equal to 0.1.

dz. Gd,h,,
|A.S.2 Empirical Methods for Pressure

The boundary conditions for the liquid film Drop and Void Fraction

are
In order to close the system of equations for

I the separated flow analysis, one needs to

| at y=0 u=0 (2.8) determine the two-phase multiplier and void
fraction. The methodologies developed to
predict these quantities have been typicallydu t,

(2.9) based on a combination of semi-theoreticalat y=S =
, gp,

arguments and empirical evidence. The most

P,oneering work was done by Martinelli andi
For specified values of q", G, x, d,, and fluid his co-worker m the 1940s. They provided
properties, the above differential equations the first widely accepted and successful

! with the boundary conditions can be solved methods for predictmg these quantitu:s, and
| for the velocity profile in the film only if established an analytical foundation on

relations are available to determine (dP/dz), which much of the subsequent work on the
! ti, e, and 6 simultaneously. Therefore two two-phase flow has been built.

addit.ional relations are required to close the

system of equations mathematically. Closure Wkhart and Meinelli's correlation (52]
of the system is usually achieved by was based on data from a series of studies of,

mcluding empirical relations for determmmg adiabatic two-phase flow in horizontal tubes.p
the ,mterfacial shear stress and the eddy h stions used to pdict pd 4 are'

diffusivity. Wallis [51] proposed a simple
.

correlation to determine the interfacial shear
! stress in terms of an . interfacial friction

#, = (1+ CX + X J'2 (2.13)2

| factorfi, defined as

C + - 1 ** (2.14)
ei-

#i= 1+ X XT2 2

r, = f'G x (2.10) ( j

22p,a
The constant C is based on the flow regimes

S' associated with the flow of the vapor and the
!

'

f, = 0.005 1 + 300 (2.11) liquid alone in the duct. The constants
associated with each of the four possibleL s'

combinations are given in Table A.4. In
-

addition, Chisholm & Laird [53] proposed a
,
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|
|

!

correlation that is used by most r: searchers The definition of Martinelli parameter for

for two-phase flow in a channel When the turbulent flow on both phases, Xu, is given

flow of the liquid phase and the gas phase by
abne is turbulent, the two-phase flow

r Wr 4:25mukiplier pt can be expressed as #' #' rI-# 3ws
X, - (2.19)

(#i (#v
#

s s s ;3f 1

] @i = I + 21+ (2.15) The relation between $io and $i can be easily
- y2

' J shown to be

Wallis (51] also proposed a separate 2 2
>

cylinder model for predicting $i and $,. An @eo =@i (1-x/a5 (2.20)

actual two-phase flow is taken to be
equivalent to the model flow circumstances A method for predicting the void fraction is

in which the vapor and liquid phases flow at essential for predicting the acceleration and

the same flow rates through separate gravitational head loss components of the

cylinders. The final expressions for the two- pressum gradient in two-phase flows.

phase multipliers are Butterworth [53] has shown that several of
the available void-fraction cormlations can

3 r(5-.r(5-aF4
be cast in the following form:-

e 4

, ' = 1+ - (2.16)-

- -i

. (X
-

, 9,j
, ~# #' #' y'

a= 1+ A (2.21)

p, = [l+ X (5-.gs-.y4 (2 l7) -
( , ( p, , ( , , .x

4f

where the values of the unspecified
If the flows associated with the two phase e nstants m this relation corresponding to

,

are both turbulent, then the value of n is 0.25
different correlations reported by Walh,s

for a mund tube. Equation (2.16) reduces to [51], Lockhart and Martinelli [52], Thom
[54], Barcozy [55] and Zivi [56] are listed inym.

' Table A.5.
1+

1
(2.18)

2
| ,=

X"> - For engineering design calculations,
'

- '

selection of a two-phase flow model should
be done carefully. Carey [49] argued that the
homogeneous model yielded reasonably

|

Table A. 4 Constants used in the Lockhart and Martinelli Correlation.
!

l

Liquid Gas Subsedpts C 1

Turbulent Turbulent Tt 20 |

Viscous Turbulent Vt 12

Turbulent Viscous Tv 10

Viscous Viscous Vv 5
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|

accurate - results only for limited hydrodynamic conditions. Simple criteria
,

'

i circumstances. The best agreement was could be derived which could be used to
expected for bubbly or dispersed droplet predict the value of the equilibrium quality
flow, where the slip velocity between the at the point of net vapor generation. These

1
,

phases was small. Martinelli and Nelson's criteria were then used to determine the
|
| [57) correlation has been shown to yield vapor void fraction in subcooled boiling.

| reasonable accurate results for a wide Comparison between the results predicted

variety of two-phase flow circumstances in by his analysis and experimental data
round tubes and simple channel geometries. showed good agreement for a wide range of

This correlation has also been adapted to fit operating conditions, fluids, and geometries.

data for complex finned channel and coil The void fraction can be expressed as:

geometries. Given the data base from which
X'this correlation was derived, it is expected to "~ ~

- I }<

yield best results at low pressures for X, + # (1- X,) + p,U,, / GLCadiabatic or boiling flows at low heat flux o

levels. As with most correlations of this - #'

type, the proposed correlation method T '

neglects the possible effects of the following y _ yeexP y _;
factors: (1) flow regime; (2) inclination of a y

(2.23)'

the channel;(3) rate of the change of quality X, - 3

g ",-1with length due to evaporation or 1 - X, exp
(Xcondensation. ,

*" -

Zuber [58] propo. sed a void fraction b p
correlation for low-to-high mass fluxes X, = 4.@ WO

(p,h , ),k,4C pgj,f
urder sabcooled conditions based on the

tdrift-flux model. He argued that at low mass
flow rates the net of vapor generation was C = 1.13 (2.25) |

o

determined by thermal conditions, whereas !

at high mass flow rates it depended upon
|

|

Table A. 5 Constants used in Various Correlations for Void Fraction

Correlation or Model A A B c

Wallis [52] separate-cylinder 1 0.72 0.4 0.08

model

- ockhart and Martinelli 0.28 0.64 0.36 0.07

L m:lation[53]

Tho:n correlation [55] 1 1 0.89 0.18

j Baroczy correlation [56] 1 0.74 0.65 0.13 |

Zivi model[57] 1 1 0.67 0|

,

i
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gg ' horizontally straight tubes with the use off

U,,=1.41 (2.26) Lockhart-Maninelli parameters. The
#'2( s questdms raised here are how these

correlations apply for curved or inclined
X, = (h, -h,)/h , (2.27) tubes, or how the inclination and geometry

f

affect the accuracy of these correlations.

Sadatomi and Sato [59] investigated the
two-phase frictional pressure drop in venical Rippel et at (60] worked on the two-phase

noncircular channels: rectangular, isosceles- flow of gas and liquid in a helicoidal tube |

triangular and concentric annular. They with an inside diameter of 12.7 mm and a ,

proposed a friction factor for a channel with coil diameter of 208 .mm. The working
a smooth wall in the turbulent flow regime . fluids were air-water, helium-water, Freon-

by the following power-law equation similar 12-water and air-2-pmpanol They found

to Blausius: that their data can be correlated fairly well ,

with values of about 40% precision. Owhadi
et at [61] also found satisfactory agreementf = C, Re-*" 'w

between their two-phase flow pressure drops
in a helical coil and Lockhan-Martinelli

The coefficient C, alone represented channel rrelati n using a modified Lockhart-
geometry and was termed as geometry factor Martinelli parameter. Comprehensive
for turbulent flow by the authors. With a research on two-phase flow m, a coil was
series of measurements of the pressure drops rep rted by Banerjee et at [62]. The

'

I for non-circular channels, they proposed a Lockhart-Maninelli correlation was slightly
: correlation forf, which is given by modified and was found to correlate the data
| satisfactorily. The helix angle, if small,
; y ,

8PPears to have no discernible effect on theb= b-0.012 + 0.85 (2.29)
'

)
0.0154

C pressure drop.
|

C, u ,

Boyce et al. [63] fouM &at tk behan-
In the above equation Cu has a value of 64: Martinelh, correlat,on [52] adequatelyi

! based on the coefficient for friction factor
Predicted the data. However, Akagawa et alI for the laminar flow regime. For a given [M f und eat se ht,onal pressure dropi

channel geometry, C, can be estimated from f two-phase flow m, helical tubes is 10 to
the above equation once Ci s obtained eitheri

50 % larger than that in a straight pipe over
,

from the available data in the literature or
from a numerical calculation. Then the O*I'. .eXPerirnental range. Three types of

emPincal equations for the frictional
,

friction factor for turbulent flow can be ,

Pressure drop were proposed and also the
determined. The frictional pressure drop in expenmental data were correlatM h anoncircular channels can be predicted by

m dified Lockhart-Maninelh approach
, sing the two-phase multiplier proposed by independent of the tube diameter to coil
Ohisholm & Laird [53]. diameter ratio. Kasturi and Stepanek [65]

used air-water, aixom-sugar-water, air-
A5.3 Two Phase Pressure Drop and

8Y*migater and air-butanol-waterI
,

Void Fraction in Other Geometries
solut. ions in their experiments to measure the
Pressure dmp. The data were compared with

In the above section, the two-phase pressure the Lockhart-Manm, eth correlation [52] and <

i drops are correlated for venically and
!
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L
.

L Dukler's correlation [66].- They found that By introducing some newly defined or
the Lockhart-Martinelli correlation modified Lockhart-Martinelli parameters,
conformed to the data better than Dukler's they can predict the two-phase pressure drop
correlation, but there was a systematic quite well. Although Martinelli's correlation
displacement of the curves for various was specifically derived for horizontal flows
systems in the Lockhart-Martinelli plot. In without phase change or significant
their continued study (Kasturi and Stepanek, acceleration, it is often used to calculated
[67]), the correlations for the pressure drop both the void fraction and frictional pressure
were reported in terms of new correlating drop for two-phase flow with other effects.

-parameters that consisted of a combination This procedure leads to progressively
of known dimensionless groups obtained increasing errors as the frictional component

using the separate flow model of pressure drop decreases in proportion to
the other terms.

In the work of Rangacharyulu and Davies
,

| [68), a new correlation for two-phase flow A.5.4 Flow Regime - Transition Cdteda
frictional pressure drop was proposed based for Upwartl Two-phase Flow in Vertical
on a modified extension of the Lockhart- Tubes
Martinelli theory. The experimental data are
well correlated in terms of dimensional In analyzing two-phase flow transients such

groups other than the Lockhart-Martinelli as in nuclear reactors under severe accident

,

parameter. Chen and Zhou [69] found that conditions, a two-fluids model is often
! the major factors affecting the two-phase required because of its detailed description

friction factor are the gas fraction, liquid of thermodynamic tran6nts and phase
,

Reynolds number, gas Reynolds number and interactions. The main difficulties in l

the tube to coil diameter ratios. Mujawar and modeling arise from .he existence of
Rao [70] pointed out that the two-phase flow interfaces between phases and

pressure drop can be successfully correlated discontinuities associated with them. The
by the Lockhart-Martinelli method if the internal structures of a two-phase flow are

flow patterns are specified. Hart et at [71] classified by the flow regimes or flow
|- reported experimentally that the axial patterns. Various transfer mechanisms

between two-phase mixture and the wall, aspressure drop of two-phase flow in a
helicoidal tube increased as a function of the well as between the two phases, depend on

volume flow rate of the gas, but no attempt the flow regimes. This leads to the use of
was made to correlate the data. Recently, regime dependent correlations together with
Saxena et at [72] proposed a method to two-phase flow regime maps.

correlate the pressure drop data for two-
phase flow in a helicoidal tube, by retaining Traditionally, flow regimes are identified

| the identity of each phase and separately from a flow-regime map obtained from
accounting for the effects of curvature and experimental observations. Many flow
tube inclination resulting from the torsion of regime maps have been proposed using

L the tube. dimensional coordinates based on the liquid |

|
and gas superficial velocities. There have

| In summary, for two-phase flow in vertical also been theoretical works to predict flow

i helicoidal tubes, the Lockhart-Martinelli regimes. These conventional flow-regime

[ method is suitable for correlating the maps are based primarily on the liquid and

; pressure drop data under certain conditions. gas superficial velocities or the total mass

?
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velocity and quality. However, Mishima and transition criterion for churn to annular flow
Ishii [73] argued that flow regimes are the was developed by postulating flow reversal
classifications of geometrical structures of in the liquid film along large bubbles. It is

'

flow.which should depend dimetly on the given by

geometrical parameter . such as the void
fraction and interfacial area. They further ], 2]ApgD/p,(a-0.11) (2.33)
argued that these traditional approaches may {

. . .
!be suitable for slow transients and near fully where the void fraction is given by;

developed conditions. However, they could
fail near flow reversal conditions or under
rapid transient conditions. In view of these, a = j, / Coj + d(ogAp/ p,*)" (2.34) f
new flow-regime criteria for upward gas-
liquid flow in vertical tubes were proposed The transition criterion for the annular-mist
by Mishima and Ishii [73]. The criterion for flow is
bubbly-to slug flow transition is given by

j,2(o#p/p,)"N/ (2.35)A
a = 0.3 (2.30)

The transition criterion for the slug to churn- wherc

flow transition is given by

' #'
a 21-0.813[(C -1)jo

+0.35]ApgD/p,,
" The value of C,is given by

,

r (2.31)'

xtf +0.75]ApgD/p,
'

, ,

Co = 1.2-0.2 (2.3p"
[.iggD /(p,v,2)pa8

for round tubes and

where ,

C = 1.35-0.35)g# ,!- (2.38)o

a = J, /hoj+ 0 "]ApgD/p, . (2.32) p,

In the above expression, it is assumed that f r rectangular ducts.

the transition from the slug-to-churn flow-
The above criteria have been compared with

regime occurs when the mean void fraction
i over the entire region reaches the mean vcid the conventional enteria and experimental

,
,

data for atmospheric pressure air-waterfraction in the slug-bubble section.
flows and high pressure steam-water flows
in round tubes and rectangular channels

! There are two mechanisms postulated
| accounting for the transition from churn-to- under steady-state and fully developed flow

annular flow regime: (a) flow reversal in the conditions. They reported ' hat there existed!

L liquid film section along large bubbles, and wide discrepancies among the experimental

(b) destruction of liquid slugs or large waves data, not only due to the different methods
|

by entrainment or deformation. The f bservations of the flow regimes but also
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L

APPENDIX B

|
Program Listing for Flow Calculations

L

c This main program is used to calculate the mass flow rate in the annular gap

PROGRAM flow

implicit none

. integer i,j

real mass _ flow, heat _ input, guess _l, guess _2, mass, ace,rtbis,x(0:200)

real theta (0:200), alpha (0:200),m,dq,jv(0:200), A(0:200)

logical validity

common / heat _ flux / heat _ input, validity,x, theta, alpha,jv,A

externalmass

externalrtbis

open (1, file =' mass.dat', status =bnknown)

open (2, file ='massi.dat', status =bnknown)

. open (3, file =' mass 2.dat', status =bnknown)

open (4, file =' mass 3.dat', status =baknown)

read (1,*) heat _ input, guess _l, guess _2,dq

acc=1.0e-10

do 100 i=1;10
i

validity =. FALSE.

call zbrac(mass, guess _1, guess _2, validity)

write (6,*) guess _1, guess _2, validity

if(.not. validity) goto 900

mass _ flow-rtbis(mass, guess _l, guess _2,acc)

. m= mass _ flow

do 55 j=0,100

write (4,*) theta (j)* 18013.1416,x(j)*m,(1-x(j))*m,alphaQ)

& ,jvQ)

| 55 continue ;

B1 NUREG/CR 5534
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'

write (2,*) mass _ flow, heat _ input

write (6,*) mass _ flow, heat _ input

heat _ input = heat _ input +dq

100 continue ;

goto 999 |

900 write (6,*) there is no root in that bracket' i

999 stop
'

END

REAL FUNCTION mass (m)

. implicit none

integeri

real c, R, z0, zp, omega, dent, deny, m, g, Cp, cl, c2, B, my

real Ai, zs, Pa, h, mul, muv, c3, c4, Ftp , Acce, Cg, Capm,

& Cai, Ca, Cg2, Cq, Ctp2, Ca2, hwi_, Dh_, flo_, alpha _,

& Cg3, Ctp3, L, Pi, q, Cpl,Cp2, x(0:200), theta (0:200)

real z(0:200), alpha (0:200), A(0:200), P(0:200),jv(0:200) ;
1
'

real l_(0:200), Dh(0:200), flo(0:200), Xtt(0:200),

& hwi(0:200), B_(0:200), D_(0:200), dg(0:200)

logical val

common / heat _ flux / q, val,x, theta, alpha,jv,A

c
'

c assign values to some variables

Pi=3.1416

. g=9.8

omega =45./180.*Pi

mv=0.1459*q/2257000.

c

c clearance between the upper cylindrical aluminum and insulation structure
! c=0.084

NUREG/CR-5534 B-2
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|

.'
|

| Capm=0.01905 -
|

c

| .' c radius of hemisphere

R=0.1524

|- c-

L 'c the column height above the bottom inlet

L=0.5207

cc

c the area of bottom inlet

Ai=Pi'(L5*0.0254)**(2.)/4.
,

c

c the z-location for the theta equal to 0 degree

z0=0.13444

z(0)=z0

e

e the z-location for the theta equal to 90 degree

zp=0.28684 '

. z(100)=zp

c

c the speciallocation where the cross-sectional area changes
1

izs=0.1143

c

^ c the averaged pressure

Pa=101325. ;
l

e !

l

c density ofliquid water !

denl=957.85
i

| c density of water vapor

denv=0.5956

| C
i

|

B-3 NUREG/CR-5534
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!

c enthalpy ofevaporation

h=2257000.

c

c dynamic viscosity ofliquid water

mu1=279.e-6

e

c dynamic viscosity of water vapor

muv=12.02e-6

e

c input heat flux in this case it is assumed uniformly distributed anywhere

B=0.4243*q

c 1 = 1.-(denv/denl)* *(.89)*(mul/muv)* * (.18)

c2=cl/B

c3=B*(mul/muv-1.) -

c4=B*(denl/denv-1.) -

c

ccc

C

c assign the values to z

do 10 i=1,99,1

z(i)=z0+i*(zp-z0)/100.
|

10 continue 1

c
|

c assign values to quality

do 20 i=0,100,1

x(i)= abs (B *(z(i)-z0)/m-0.00000001)

Xtt(i)=(denv/ dent)* *0.5 * (mul/mu v)* *0.125 *((1.-x(i))

& /x(i))**0.875

c

c assign values to void fraction

NUREG/CR-5534 B-4
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L
l

alp ha(i) =( 1.+( 1 - x(i))/x(i) * (de n v/de ni) * * 0.67) * * (- 1.)

c

c assign values to theta

theta (i)=acos(1.4(20-z(i))/R)

c

! c assign values to gap distance

if(z(i) .le. 0.2159) then

i dg(i)=R*(1.-sin (theta (i))-cos(theta (i))/ tan (omega))+c
.

c

c assign values to cross-sectional area

A(i)=Pi*(2 *R*dg(i)* sin (theta (i))+dg(i)**2.)* sin (omega)

c

e assign values to perimeter

l_(i)=2.*Pi*(2.*R* sin (theta (i)) Rig (i)* sin (on.ega))

else

dg(i)=0.17145-R* sin (theta (i)) I

A(i)=Pi* (0.17145 * *2-(R* sin (theta (i)))* *2)

L(i)=2.*Pi*(0.17145+R* sin (theta (i))) |
endif

c

c assign values to characteristic length ;
1

Dh(i)=4.*A(i)/l_(i)

e

c assign vehes to frictionalcoefficient

flo(i)=0.316*(4.*m/mul/l_(i))**( .25)

c

| c assign values to M-L multiplier hwi(i) note it is square!!

hwi(i)=(1.+21./Xtt(i)+ 1./Xtt(i) * *2)* ( 1 -x(i))* * 1.75,

!

NUREG/CR-5534B-5
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C

c assign values to Pressure distribution along vertical axis

P(i)=Pa+denl*(L-z(i))*g

20 continue

e

c find out the integrals, first for the two-phase frictional force (Ftp)

Do 30 i=0,100,1

B_(i)=hwi(i)* flo(i)*2/denl/Dh(i)* *2/A(i)* *2/ sin (omega)

30 continue

Ftp=0.0

do 40 i=0,99,1

Ftp=(z(i+1)-z(i))*(B_(i)+B_(i+1))/2.+Ftp

40 continue

c

c find out the integral for the acceleration term

D_(0)=0.0

do 50 i=1,100,1

D_(i)=(x(i) * *2/ alp ha(i)/de n v+( 1.-x(i)) * * 21( 1.-alpha (i))

& /denl)/A(i)

50 continue

Acce=0.0

do 60 i=0,99,1

Acce=( 11A(i)+ 11A(i + 1 ))* (D_(i+ 1 )-D_(i))/2.+Acce

60 continue

c Calculate the superficial vapor velocity

do 70 i=0,100,1

jv(i)=m*x(i)/A(i)/ deny

70 continue
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l

I

|

j c find ou't the other coefficients
,

e the pressure loss term due to the gn. dual conical expansion

Cp=0.5+ dent *(m/denl/Ai)**2.
L

cc

c the gravity term for whole-liquid section

Cg=g*denl*z0

c

c the term account for the acceleration in the whole-liquidj

c section

Cai=( 1 JA(0)* *2.- 1 jai + * 2.)/21denl* m* *2

e the gravity term in the two-phase region

Cg2=g*denl*(zp-z0)

c

I- c the term attributed to the change of quality J

Cg=g * (denv-de nl)* ((zp-z0)/c i-c2 *m* lo g(c 1 * (zp-z0)+c2 * m)/c 1

& * *2.+c2*m* log (c2* m)/cl * *2.)

i
c

| c the term attributed to the two-phase frictional force

| c

Ctp2=m"2.*Ftp

c

c the term attributed to the acceleration |

c !

! Ca2=m* *2.* Acce

c.;

!! c the term account for the two-phase frictional force in upper

e cylindrical annular gap;

4

*

C

1

|
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hwi_=(1.+c3*(zp-z0)/m)**( .25)*(1.+c4*(zp-z0)/m)

Dh_=2.*Capm

flo_=0.316*(2.*m/Pi/(2.*R+Capm)/mul)**( .25)

alpha _=(cl+c2*m/(zp-z0))**(-1.)

A(100)=Pi*(2.*R*Capm+Capm**2.)

c

Ctp3=m* *2.* hwi_* flo_*2/denl/Dh_* *2./A(100)* *2. *(L-zp)
,

e

c the gravity term in the upper cylindrical annular gap

c

Cg3=g*((1.-alpha _)*denl+ alpha _*denv)*(L-zp)

c

c the pressure loss term due to the sudden contraction

c at the entrance, the minor pressure is

Cp 1 =0.42*0.5 *denl*(m/denl/Ai)* *2.

c the pressure loss due to the sudden expansion at the

c exits.

Cp2= 1.*0.5/denl* ( 1.-x( 100)) * * 2. * m* * 2/6./(3.e-3) * * 2.

c Calculated the value of mass function

c !

mass = denl*g*L-Cp-Cg -Cg2-Cq-Ctp2-Ca2-Ctp3-Cg3-Cpl-Cai

RETURN

END

|
.

| C Subroutine: This subroutine is to lind the bracket of a given pair (a,b)

| SUBROUTINE zbrac(mass, x1, x2, succes)
!

INTEGER NTRY

l
I
| NUREG/CR-5534 B-8
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REAL x1,x2, mass, FACTOR

EXTERNAL mass

PARAMETER (FACTOR =1.005, NTRY=1000)

C

C Given a function func and an initial guessed range x1 to x2, the

routine expands the range geometrically until a root is bracketedc

by the returned values x1 and x2 (in which case sucess returns asc

.true.) or until the range becomes unacceptably large (in whichc

c case sucess returns as . false.)

c

INTEGERj

REAL fl, f2

LOGICAL succes

if(x1.eq. x2) pause

fl= mass (x1)

f2= mass (x2)

succes=.TRUE.

do 11 j=1, NTRY

if(fl*f2 .It. 0.) return

if(ABS (f1) .It. ABS (f2)) then

x1=xi+ FACTOR *(x, ~P

f1= mass (x1)

else

x2=x2+ FACTOR *(x2-x1)

f2= mass (x2)

endif

11 continue

succes=. FALSE.

RETURN
|

END

1 NUREG/CR-5534B-9
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c-

c This program is to find the root by the method of Bisection

c
'

FUNCTION rtbis(mass,x1,x2,xace)

INTEGER JMAX

REAL rtbis,x1,x2,xace, mass

EXTERNAL mass

PARAMETER (J1VAX=40)

C Using bisection, find the root of a function func known to lie

between x1 and x2. The root, returned as rtbis, will be definedc

c until its accuracy is xacc.

INTEGERj

REAL dx,f,fmid,xmid

fmid= mass (x2)

f= mass (x1)

if (f*fmid .ge. 0.) pause ' root must be bracketed in rtbis'

if(f.it. 0.) ihen

rtbis=x1

dx=x2-x1

else

rtbis=x2

dx=x1-x2

erxiif

do 22 j=1., JMAX

dx=dx*.5

! xmid=rtbis+dx

fmid= mass (xmid)

if(fmid .le. 0.) rtbis=xmid

if (AB5(dy) .It. xace .or fmid .eq. 0.) return

NUREG/CR-5534 B-10
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22 continue

pause too many bisections in rtbis'

END

:
!

|
|

|

|
1

1

f I

1

I

i

.
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APPENDIX C

Steady-State Nucleate Boiling Data for a
Downward Facing Hemispherical Surface Surrounded'

by a ThermalInsulation Structure

| .:
1

The steady-state numerical boiling data presemed for four separate water

measured at five distant spatial locations of temp ratures varying from 90 C for i

the heated vessel surrounded by a thermal subcooled boiling to 100 C for saturated 1

insulation structure are given in Tables C-1 boiling.
to C-5. In each table, the boiling data are

;

a

4

.

,

4
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Table C-1: Steady State Nucleate Bolling Data at the Bottom Center
With Thermal Insulation (e = 0 )

T.ue(C) T.-Tw ( C) q"e (MW/m )

90 20.0020 0.4102

90 22.5106 0.5027

90 26.4978 0.6056

90 27.9526 0.6501

90 30.0124 0.7029

90 32.1005 0.7508

90 33.9724 0.8007

90 37.0621 0.8507

90 38.1144 0.9016

90 39.8985 0.9504

90 41.0023 1.0020

93 24.4970 0.4001

93 26.4897 0.5014

93 29.5102 0.6017

93 31.1001 0.6506

93 33.0111 0.7001 |

93 35.0012 0.7502

93 35.9986 0.8025

93 38.0123 0.8503

93 40.1003 0.9011

93 41.0571 0.9505

93 42.0687 1.0100

97 28.5012 0.4020

97 33.0134 0.5111
|

97 36.5025 0.6058

97 38.3101 0.6509

97 40.5106 0.7108

97 42.8042 0.7509
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|

|

97 44.8053 0.8012

9'7 47.0587 0.8512

I 97 48.1002 0.9112

97 49.1030 0.9507

97 50.0284 1.0010
|

100 30.1012 0.4008

100 34.0225 0.5016
i

100 38.0558 0.6102

100 40.1011 0.6511

100 42.2106 0.7120

100 44.0254 0.7505
|

100 46.1089 0.8115

100 48.5157 0.8501

100 50.5158 0.9177

100 52.1144 0.9524

100 53.5088 1.0120

L

f

!
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Table C-2: Steady State Nucleate Boiling Data at an Off-Center Location
with Thermal insulation (6 = 18')

T.ue(C) T,-T., ( C) q"nb (MW/m*)

90 13.0520 0.4013

90 15.0726 0.5055

90 17.0877 0.5975

90 18.1006 0.6498

90 20.0102 0.7102

90 21.4978 0.7511

90 22.4935 0.8133

90 23.4965 0.8520

90 24.5033 0.8983

90 25.4963 0.9536 j

90 26.5047 1.0120

93 16.0112 0.4007 i

I

93 18.0252 0.5036 1,

i 1

93 20.0774 0.6087 !

93 22.1000 0.6490

93 23.9702 0.7105

93 24.2945 0.7511

93 24.5044 0.8235

93 25.5028 0.8514

93 26.5011 0.9058

93 27.4957 0.9535

93 28.5043 1.0240

97 21.0140 0.4052

97 25.0354 0.5065

97 28.0014 0.6087

97 31.0071 0.6527

97 33.1002 0.7060

97 34.9756 0.7563

97 36.9857 0.8075
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A .a4 mr.Ma AJ. we=c,$._aw44m.4 A4 J
- ,u _ ~ ,a_la s_.w .< .b. .e. A 4-_-.a a .w_ 4 mm. pu

97 39.0453 0.8542

97 41.5010 0.9053

97 44.0245 0.9532

97 45.0557 1.0460'

100 21.5004 0.4053

100 26.0782 0.4985

100 28.9623 0.6075
,

100 31.5014 0.6531

100 33.4953 0.7134

100 36.0775 0.7552

100 37.9573 0.8024
,

100 40.0112 0.8503

100 42.0021 0.9025

100 43.0568 0.9563

100 44.0412 1.0320

|

|

I

,

!

|.
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Table C-3: Steady-State Nucleate Bolling at an Off-Center Location with
Thermal Insulation (e = 45')

. Tsub (oC) . Tw-Tsat (oC) q'nb (MW/m2)

90 7.6085 0.4019

90 9.8075 0.5067

90 11.2871 0.5530

90 12./ / /9 0.6030

90 14.2109 0.6538

90 15.7243 0.7122

90 17.4879 0.7485

90 19.0639 0.8013

90 21.0608 0.8509

90 21.7297 0.9071

90 33.0175 0.9539

93 8.3882 0.4052

93 10.5865 0.5085

93 11.7981 0.5519
,

93 13.3043 0.5963

93 14.5861 0.6505

93 16.2080 0.7063

93 17.9111 0.7512

93 20.3020 0.8048

93 22.1058 0.8524

93 23.065 0.9032

93 28.3083 0.9504

97 10.2363 0.4047

97 13.5063 0.5018

97 15.1120 0.5514

97 16.5987 0.6021

97 18.5264 0.6529

97 19.7271 0.7094

97 22.1091 0.7535

|
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i

, .97 24.2032 0.8054

97 25.9042 0.8512

97 24.7065 0.8527

97 26.8053 0.9055

97 30.1854 0.9507

97 34.0528 1.0260

100 8.8845 0.4007
,

100 12.1133 0.5068

100 14.0204 0.5518

100 15.7976 0.6019

100 17.0668 0.6536

100 20.0189 0.7084

100 21.5249 0.7524

100 24.6077 0.8013

100 27.4036 0.8506

100 30.1076 0.9010

100 33.5086 0.9516

100 37.0790 1.0070

|

4

4
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Table C-4: Steady State Nucleate Bolling Data at an Off-Center Location
with Thermal insulation (6 = 60 ),

_
T.ub(C) Tw-T., ( C) q% (MW/m*)

~

90 7.4197 0.4028

90 9.7061 0.5059

90 11.0083 0.5518

- 90 12.5159 0.6042

90 14.0193 0.6507

90 15.0663 0.7053

- 90 16.6123 0.7515

90 17.9228 G.8178

90 19.9199 0'.8524

90 20.042 0.9064

90 23.0458 0.9514

93 7.5071 0.4078

93 9.0672 0.5045

93 11.2836 0.5519

93 12.7965 0.6064
_

93 14.0239 0.6525

- 93 15.8015 0.7089

93 17.2136 0.7516
,

93 18.9001 0.8020

93 21.0627 0.8524

93 22.4938 0.9088

93 24.6053 0.9520

93 27.0783 1.0480

97 9.2076 0.4046

97 12.5046 0.5064

97 14.2035 0.5512

97 15.8086 0.6067

97 17.6054 0.6513
_

97 19.0991 0.7080

NUREG/CR-5534 C-8
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97 21.7176 0.7508

97 23.9259 0.8074

97 28.4463 0.9017 <

97 31.4379 0.9521

97 45.4295 1.002

100 11.0782 0.4025

100 15.0375 0.5042

100 17.083 0.5517

100 19.7fi98 0.6072

100 22.3086 0.6542

100 23.7128 0.7057

100 25.6885 0.7515

100 29.1961 0.7991

100 31.7218 0.8534

100 34.5065 0.9009

10C 38.8972 0.9501

100 55.1011 1.0450

C-9 NUREG/CR-5534
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Table C-5: Steady State Nucleato Bolling Data at an Off-Center Location
with Thermal Insulation (e = 75 )

T.ue(C) T.-Tu ( C) q"ne (MW/m*)

90 7.2010 0.4023

90 9.5052 0.5074

90 10.8960. 0.5514

90 12.5062 0.6013

90 13.8725 0.6527

90 15.4861 0.7118

90 17.0526 0.7529

90 18.2077 0.8102

90 20.2854 0.8532 '

90 21.5015 0.9088
~

90 23.7014 0.9510
~

93 7.3041 0.4054

93 10.0972 0.5063

93 11.0374 0.5510

93 12.4032 0.5967

93 13.7783 0.6486

93 15.2085 0.6958

93 16.7047 0.7485

93 18.5065 0.8002

93 20.2016 0.8511

93 21.6872 0.9005

93 22.9021 0.9503

93 24.5033 1.0110

97 8.5942 0.4033

97 11.9011 0.5057

97 13.2831 0.5511

97 15.1076 0.6096

97 17.C273 0.6487

97 17.8761 0.7006 .

f
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97 20.3046 0.7518

97 21.9035 0.8085

97 22.7023 0.8509

97 24.6025 0.9025

97 27.2952 0.9506

97 30.0026 1.0220

100 8.9001 0.4026

100 12.1025 0.5013

100 14.0457 0.5493

100 15.0865 0.6020

100 16.7010 0.6525

100 19.1877 0.7059

100 20.8955 0.7534

100 24.0125 0.8094

100 26.7901 0.8502

100 29.1133 0.9032

100 31.5136 0.9501

100
.I

33.5126 1.0450
_.
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